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S&M Productions proudly presents

THE BIG PICTURE
A short, short time ago in a city not far away 550 students embarked on a journey... well, not exactly. Life at

NCSSM wasn’t always picture perfect like in the movies. Even Director Friedrick’s favorite movie. Twelve Men
Out, paled in comparison to the dramatic social lives S&M students faced and the dilemmas everyone experienced.

From beginning to end, common occurrences became the frames that made THE BIG PICTURE.
Before school started, selected members of the on-campus student groups and the entire staff retreated to the

Durham Arts Council to define the school’s purpose and create a mission statement. The seniors returned August

17th to find a renovated Hill House, a new PE Center, a new Director and new teachers. There were many tearful

reunions and even the drizzle did little to dampen the high spirits of those who dined on PFM’s roast pig and fried

rice at the luau. On Friday, 280 new faces descended upon the school. The smell of ink and the beat of dance

music blasted throughout New Dorm on Saturday night at the T-Shirt Signing Dance. Orientation weekend ended

with Convocation, the first meeting to be held in our new PE Center.

Students often had difficulty deciding which activities to participate in. Some fall events included sitting in the

rain to watch the Duke Blue Devils come from behind to beat 7th rated Clemson, dancing to a square dance band,

juke box, or a DJ, hosting the National Consortium for Specialized Schools, watching the soccer team pounce all

opposing teams, working with the children at the after school program at E.K. Powe on Friday afternoons, or

going home to rest over extendeds. Of course that doesn’t even include the major dilemmas students faced

everyday like deciding whether or not to go to their eight o’clock classes.

OPENING DAY
Nehal Asher and Donald Tipton begin their junior year with a big haul to 2nd

East. Everyone joined in conning their roommates into helping them move

into what would become their new home for a year.

Sanjeev Patel, Shwetal Mehta, and Anshu Saksena show the

best way to avoid the RA’s wrath.

2nd Hill North shows their vocal talents at the Hall Theme
Dance. They won second place for their rendition of “Blue-

berry Hill.”



Released from classes for the afternoon, students found
soccer to be a popular spectator sport at S&M in the fall.

Junior Taylor Hinshaw manages to find a use for his

head, other than Math and AmLit, on the soccer field.

Dr. Miller and Ms. Moorman show Jrs. the S&M Uni- Miss Holbrook and senior Chris Grindstaff meet for the first time at the T-Shirt Signing Dance. Miss Holbrook was one
com Strut. Orientation kicked off a great year. of the many new faces present at the first dance of the year.
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Seniors Ross Little and Reuben Cox show their winning artwork. The Art of Science

exhibit began its national tour at NCSSM this year.

Dan Hirschman and Gerri Baer enjoy eating ice cream. The Ground Breezeway was a

popular hangout.

Jonathon Baker, Anna Faye Stewart, Cece Branan, Joey Payne, and Julie Cheu kick their heels up at SAB’s annual square dance. SAB planned a variety of social events for us in our

“limited” leisure time.
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Suzanna Brauer and Forrest Yount consider moving in.

Many new friendships began on moving-in day.
Andy Taylor. Logan Stowe, Chuck Cavileer. and Mark Williford step out in style en route to convocation. Convoca-

tion was the first school event held in the gym.

Sharon Chow admires the Art of Science Exhibit. The Alexandra Rhetts plays the flute in the solitude of her room. While not in class, many people found refuge in their own

exhibit dominated First Breezeway for a month. space.
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3rd East RA Mike Walters gets a slimy birthday treat.

Showers and ill-mixes were a common gift.

Mrs. Link and Dr. Warshaw do-si-do at the Square Dance. Teachers could often be found dancing the night away with
students.

The new gym opened in time to host two volleyball Junior Yung Yu and Kori Sill relax outside Watts on a sunny afternoon. Students tried to take time out of their busy

games. Here Kristine Hinesly goes up for a spike. schedules to chat with friends.
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It’s a knee-slapping time in New Dorm. Couples promenaded to the call of the Leaky Creek Boys.

Robin Stanley, Linda Freeman, Ajiri Smith, and Lamar Shannon watch as the juniors move in. Friends were a

welcome sight after a sizzling summer.

Jon Moore calculates the theory of Chain Rule. Srs.

signed their year over to the mercy of Calculus.
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S&M Productions proudly presents

GREAT
EXPECTATIONS

With an enthusiasm even Dickens would
have been proud of, NCSSM’s faculty

and staff approached the school year

with a determination to make this one

the best yet. They talked with us not only

about particular aspects of courses, but

they listened as we planned our futures.

They chaperoned dances, played basket-

ball with us, took us to symphonies and
plays, and taught us to believe in our-

selves. From the grounds crew to the de-

partment heads to Director Friedrick,

everyone worked hard to make sure the

Big Picture was worth an Academy
Award.
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The
Director John Friedrick and Andrea Dennis engage in a little friendly competition. Even if they supported different

schools, the “Big D" and his secretary were actually a great team.

Producers
The administration at NCSSM kept the

school going. Like the producers of a movie,

these people were largely responsible for the

image we presented to the public eye. Still,

they were dedicated to and involved in the in-

ternal affairs of NCSSM. Administrators

greeted us in the halls, joked with us, and in

other ways showed us that they were ac-

cessible and personal. For example, you were

just as likely to see Dr. Youngblood attending

class or serving in the cafeteria as in his office

or at a meeting. Director Friedrick was avail-

able to talk to students during “Wednesday

lunch with the Director”-or just about any

other time we wanted.

The administration was responsible for

both big policy and small details that made
S&M run smoothly. They raised funds, star-

ted programs, and established rules; they also

worked out the calendar, boosted our spirits,

and listened to complaints and suggestions

about everything from PA to new vacuum

cleaners! The administration was willing to

pay attention to the Big Picture .

Keith Brown, Dean of Special Programs and Research,

was also in charge of Summer Ventures.

B
5

Dr. William "Bill” Youngblood posed outside Watts

with secretaries Shelia Rudd and Belinda Cagle.

Associate Principal Joan Barber smiles for the camera.

Dr. Barber worked with Student Life programs as well as

academics.
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Dr. Youngblood demonstrates the meaning of the word "retreat." Most people who attended took it less literally, but

the August retreat helped start off the school year.

Braughn Taylor, Deputy Director for Operations and Inst. Advancement relaxes for a moment. Many seniors knew
this man through his important part in the scholarship process.

Director Friedrick rubs noses with a VIP. . .Elizabeth, Joe

Liles’ daughter, who enjoyed her day at NCSSM.
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Registrar Rosemary Oates is never too busy for a smile as she adjusts students' schedules.

Choosing

The Cast
One of the “behind the scenes” crews here

at NCSSM is the Admissions Department.

These devoted staff members work ’round the

clock all year long to select the most qualified

juniors from across North Carolina. Once

students get here, Registrar Rosemary Oates

makes sure they get placed in the right classes

Though many of these hard-working faces

aren’t always seen around campus, their jobs

are some of the most important ones in our

community. In the same way that you

couldn’t have a blockbuster film without a

cast... NCSSM couldn’t be the great place it

is without it’s students!

Admissions Dept. Secretary Sandra Jackson was

swamped with information about next year’s applicants.

Rosemary Oates seemed intrigued with this year’s Art of

Science exhibit. Admissions Department (left to right): Ola Stringer, Sandra Jackson, John Poe.
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Guidance Staff: Dan Schmidt. Rena Lindstrom, Carla

Johnson. Molly Rich, Roger Messier Sucessful Show

The Guidance, library, and media depart-

ments here at NCSSM are three groups we

could hardly do without. Many times we took

advantage of the availability of library books

and reference material, audio/visual equip-

ment, and helpful college counseling that

kept our show running smoothly. Whatever

your needs they were here to help you. Let's

have a big round of applause for these devoted

groups that provided us with the props we

needed for a great year.

Library staff (center): Anthony Myles, Blondina Law-

son, Barbara Newnam, Brenda Watson

Media staff: Barbara Ward, Peggy Manring

Peer College Counselors: Chris Chleborowicz, Tonya Harris, Jimmy Adams, Jen Homey, Tony Chesson, Ami Parker

N C SCHOOL OF

SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS LIBRARY
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Stage Managers
It was a bright, balmy Monday.

Earlier that morning Carolyn Miller,

the nurse in charge of Health Ser-

vices, refused to excuse me from

the day’s classes— three of which

I’d already missed while waiting to

see her. I went to my remaining two

classes and returned to my room at

lunch to find a note from Warren

Basket, Head of Residential Life. (I

forgot about my three unexcused

absences). As I was about to sit

down, I realized that I had to make

up my PA test today. But whom
should I look for, Branson Brown or

Eileen Witt? I didn’t find either of

them, but I talked Bruce Russell,

the gym director, into playing

racquetball with me on Thursday.

By that time, I had to go to see

Sandy Gosnell because I needed

to make up six hours of work ser-

vice. On the way out, I talked with

Linda Harris, Student Life sec-

retary, and just as I stepped into

the hall I ran into Dr. Joan Barber,

Associate Principal. Fortunately,

she was not injured, but Ken

Horne, who heard the crash, said

that I really was a security hazard

and ought to go see the nurse.

Carolyn Miller hugs Dr. Bear at the infirmary. Many

students visited the infirmary this year with colds, the flu,

and pneumonia.

Tony Kearney, Catherine Maday, Mike Walters, Lisa

Washington, Scott Rankin, Laura Lunsford, Mike Gun-

zenhauser, and Scott Huelin worked in the New Dorm/

Hill House complex.

Warren Basket sported an afro such as the one in this

picture a few years ago.

Brenda Dashner, Mark Kelley, Keith Beasley, Addy Robinson, Dawn Dillon, Lindsey Breck, and Ken Jones workei

in the Bryan/Beall/Reynolds complex.
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Sandy Gosnell helps distribute student pictures. Students

were anxious to see their latest mug shots.

Dawn Dillon was surprised to be awakened at three in the

afternoon. Many RA's had unusual schedules this year.

rudent Life included Eileen Witt. PA; Dr. Joan Barber, Associate Principal; Ken Home. Security; Branson Brown,
A; Bruce Russell, PA; Sandy Gosnell. WS/CS & Student Activities, and Linda Harris, Secretary.
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Big Business

Special Programs added an extra touch to

the Big Picture. And in Operations, our busi-

ness managers worked to sort out finances,

while others handled school personnel and

communication to the public. Still others

raised funds to support athletics, student ac-

tivities, the Student Government Associa-

tion, and other programs.

Special Programs: Sheila Sloan, Carol Royals, Clair

Saint-Rossy, Keith Brown. Paula Krist. Not pictured-

Dot Doyle, Barbara Davis

Below: Ann Moore operates our high tech switchboard.

She made sure that everyone had the right connections.

Above: Operations. Seated left to right- Sherry Reese, Selina Mack, Voncille Taylor; standing left to right- Ann

Cannon, Marva Hicks, Anita Laney, Braughn Taylor, Janet Haswell, Neva Grier, Lisa Bock, Ruth Morris. Not

Pictured- Joe Gibbs, Sandra Rothschild, Jim McDuffie

Left: Sherry Reese copies a news release in Watts Hall. She made sure that the world knew what was happening at

NCSSM.
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WHAT WOULD WE HAVE DONE
WITHOUT...

Ice Cream
Toilet Paper

Clean Sidewalks

Cheese Strata

Paper Towels

To help answer these questions one

turned to Grounds, Housekeeping,

Maintenance, and PFM. These dep-

artments were crucial to our school’s

existence. Functioning as a part of the

backstage crew, they kept us well-

groomed, clean, and fed.

Left: PFM managers were John Ortiz, Maureen Ver-

linde. Jess Geller.

Grounds crew was Phillip Perry. Cam McDonald, and Larry McBride.Housekeeping staff was Tillman Coley, Malinda Davis, Phillip Bagley, and Hattie

Clemons.
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The Sound of Music...and Art and History

and English and Foreign Language

Have you ever been truly exasperated with

science and math ? You didn't care what dy

/

dx x-6 was or how peptide bonds form ? Well,

if you are one of the few who feel the need to

escape d-v-a-t problems and turn in your dead

cat, then walk over to one of the Humanities

Departments-but prepare yourself. You are

bound to see an eyeful, whether it be Dr. Mil-

ler’s dramatic Shakespearean poetry nar-

rations or a heated debate in Dr. Wilson's

American History class.

Each department had special attractions

that lured students time and time again. The
History Department, headed by “The God-
dess” herself. Dr. Wilson, encouraged our in-

terest in the lives of our forefathers and taught

us to be critical thinkers. You could always

stroll down to Ground Beall and chat with Mr.

Matros or Dr. Miller, who would greet you

with a warm and understanding smile. Of
course, Mr. Church was forever willing to

talk music whether it was about your elec-

tronic music composition or the latest sym-

phony that was playing in the area.

Joe Liles and Beth Moorman made the Art

Deparment a favorite place for relaxation

among the students. There, one could express

individual creativity and not worry about a

test or when the next lab report was due. And
we musn’t forget the Foreign Language De-

partment where one could see the likes of Dr.

Stadter heralding, “You must learn your

vocabulary” or Mr. Cambeira’s nonstop,

speedy, Spanish-speaking sessions.

But no matter how upset you were about

the recent ICM take-home or Advanced
Chemistry test, you simply switched your

thinking to humanities and reminded yourself

of your “favorite things” and maybe then you

didn’t “feel so bad.”

The Foreign Language Department donned lab headphones to show students they really weren't so bad.

Mr. Cambeira, Frau Mitchell, Madame McCachren. Dr. Stadter, and Mrs. Hueckel smile inspiringly

THINGS MEAN. The English Department was Beth Timson, Jon Miller, Michael Matros, Susan Schmidt, J.W.

Troxler, Soon-Heng Lim, and Martha Regalis.
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Joe Liles and Beth Moorman basked in the sun by the

fishpond outside of the Art Department.

Martha Regalis shuns the mere thought of never being

able to teach WRRD-a class “popular” among seniors.

Ray Church prepared to play “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little

Star."

Virginia Wilson, Jim Litle, Tom Clayton, Jackye Meadows, and Tim Lehman made up the History Department. The

department was noted for its knowledgeable and personable staff.
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“Weird Sciences”
“May the net force be with you.”
Nobody has created the “perfect woman”

like Anthony Michael Hall did in Weird Sci-

ence, but who knows what is in that room on

the end of the hall on 4th Bryan. . .

If anyone knew of a science with more
equations than Physics, he didn’t let the

Physics Department find out because they

would have found more equations for us to

learn. When a student graduated from
NCSSM, at least he or she would be able to

talk intelligently about something that makes
almost as much sense as the weight of air in

Dr. Kolena’s classroom.

Even though Astro, Advanced, Tops, or

just regular Physics may at times have been

confusing, it was all worth it. We learned how
to calculate the acceleration of our falling gra-

des and the impact force of our heads on our

pillows at night.

However, if you were stuck in the middle

of a Data Analysis problem in ICM (pronoun-

ced Ick-um) or taking the derivative of an

equation longer than anything you’ve ever

seen before, you knew you were in a math

class. With courses here to suit everyone’s

needs, you were never bored. Worried,

maybe, but never bored. Nobody said it was

easy, though. An “A” in any math class at

S&M is something to brag about. Even if the

square root of your grade is an imaginary

number, you could still say you had fun. Math
and Computer Science, where does it end?

(infinity)

When you look at the Big Picture you can

see the importance of Physics and Math in our

lives. In the fall all the physics students were

crammed like sardines into buses to figure out

why we get sick at the State Fair. Even more

importantly we could use modeling to figure

out why it takes us 40 minutes to get through

10 stop lights at rush hour. All of these were

important if not essential parts of our lives.

Ethan Clauset takes a break between classes to check his

daily news. Many students used the VAX’s found all

over campus for games, news, or mail.

Lawrence Gould, John Goebel, Dan Teague, Helen Compton, Mary Malinauskas, Kevin Bartkovich, Julie Graves, Jo

Ann Lutz, Gloria Barrett, Nicole Holbrook, Donita Robinson, Dot Doyle, Janne Kramer, and Billie Bean

Dr. Haskell stares intently at the air track in the physics laboratory. Labs were an important part in understanding the

principles of motion in our world.
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The Physics Department demonstrated our favorite principle, free fall!! Teachers were Hugh Haskell, Andres Man-

ring, John Kolena, Loren Winters, Chuck Britton

fiiilil
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Dr. Winters helps Charles Coble and John Lawrence with their lab. Teachers were always available in labs or tutorials to help students.
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Genes and Bonds ...

or is it Bonds and Genes ?
Dead cats. Fruit flies. Mrs. Baker’s choco-

late attacks. These were all familiar sights on

the biology floor. The year began as students

struggled to choose a class or two from the

unbelievable list of courses offered. Would it

be Human Reproduction or Ecology? What
about Genetics or Anatomy? Maybe Cell Bio-

logy?

As the year progressed students settled into

life on the biology floor. Planning time to

cram for Mrs. Baker’s weekly Helena tests

became less difficult. Data from research pro-

jects began filtering in. The fruit flies prod-

uced second generations. Students mastered

such skills as transforming bacteria, an-

esthetizing fruit flies, and proper dissection

techniques.

Advanced Biology learned more about

evolution from their new Helena books. The

Glaxo lab was well used, as there were more

Research in Biology students than ever be-

fore.

There will always be fond memories of the

plants that grew everywhere, the Cell Bio

chorus, NOVA, and Dr. Warshaw’s insist-

ence upon having all organisms, including

fruit flies, married before allowing mating to

occur.

Dr. Steve Warshaw often contemplated the effect of his

Genetics tests on his students’ averages.

Pimi
( £

Biology teachers Anita McCoy, Emily Maxwell, Colleen McNamara, Marilyn Link, Ross Baker, and Steve Warshaw
prepare to operate on Debra Bowick. The teachers endured the year with good humor.

Dr. Colleen McNamara tries to help a student understand a just-completed Cell Biology lab. Teachers were always

available for help, even on weekends.
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Never

Never...

when it comes to Chemistry. Maybe James

Bond has never heard of stoichiometry, but

anyone who took chemistry this year knows
the deal. Students arrived to find several

changes on second Bryan, including two new
teachers. We took Introductory and Ad-
vanced Chemistry as well as Chemical In-

strumentation. Dr. Knecht taught us Japanese

on the side, while Dr. Novek entertained

classes with his stories about Italy. Students

learned about covalent bonding (is that like

hall bonding?) and quantum mechanics. They
learned how to pipette and how to use a buret.

By the end of the year, everyone truly de-

served an Oscar for their studies.

Dr. Allen helps two students with their chemistry lab.

Labs were usually the highlight of the course.

Dr. Larry Knecht explained the meaning of one work of

art in the Art of Science Exhibit.

The elements of chemistry: Kevin Currie, Steve Novek,
Myra Halpin, Sarah Allen, and Lam Knecht.
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THE
GRADUATE

Ulysses said, “I am part of all that I have met.” We, as se-

niors, should be able to appreciate such a profound truth.

During our time at NCSSM we have lived, worked, and be-
friended people with a diversity of personalities. Perhaps
we passed them only on the way to Calculus, or stood be-
hind them in the cafeteria line, or helped them in tutorial.

Each had something to offer; something we may have not
been aware of because we were too concerned with under-
standing Dante’s Inferno or stoichiometry.
Our opinions and attitudes have been greatly influenced

by our peers. Maybe we changed our attitudes — for the
better— about computers after spending some time with a
“computer god” one night who was helping us with a Pascal
program. Or our views on animal rights were altered be-

cause we sat with a “pro-life” supporter at dinner. A state-

ment here or a comment there has caught our attention and
made us think about how we truly feel. This is the greatest
asset to NCSSM because people can widen their spectrum
of understanding and appreciation, making their lives

richer and fuller.

Before leaving Science and Math, we seniors should take
time to think about how we have been influenced and by
whom. Realistically, this should be a long and arduous job,

yet at the same time, fulfilling. Remember the person who
smiled and said a friendly, “Hi,” as we pouted back to our
rooms after aWRRD quiz ... or the physics tutor who saved
us when we were completely lost on circuits ... or the excel-

lent writer in our American Literature class who moved us
as he shared his feeling about the death of his closest

friend. Realize each and every one of us is a part of the
other and be thankful for the unique friendships we have
made and the learning experiences we have shared. But
most of all, cherish these past two years as the time when
you became YOU.
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James M. Adams David Ahn Steven A. Alexander Chris Allen Kaysha Alston

D. Michael Armstrong Gloria Baker Jonathan E. Baker Donald A. Ball Jr. David J. Baranski

Andrea C. Bass Kelly A. Baxley Mark G. Baxter Pati Beauchamp Greg Bell

Dana L. Bius Deborah M. Bone Cindy M. Bowman Randy Brown Michael M. Brylawski
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Vu L. Bui Robert Burgess Patricia K. Busick Scott Callicut Matthew J. Campen

E. Angela Capillary Victoria E. H. Carlton Lisa C. Carr Carlo Caruso Carey L. Cates

All Roads Lead to S&M

From beach bums to mountain
climbers, S&M had them all. As one

senior guy from Wilmington said, "Surfin’

is what I do.” He also said that as soon as

he gets home and puts his suitcase up, he

grabs his surfboard and heads for the sandy

stretch. A senior girl from Saluta said that

camping along the mountainside and wak-

ing up to crispy air and pale morning light

just couldn’t be beat. Another senior girl

from Winston-Salem said that she divided

her leisure time between the slopes and the

sand; she couldn’t decide which enticed

her more.
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Paul Chen Peter Chen Pamela L. Chenoweth Anthony C. Chesson Christopher A.

Chleborowicz

CRITICAL

Condition
Aargghh!

Did you ever feel like screaming your head

off as you walked down your hall after

class because you’d finally had it up to

“here” with life in general? Were you

thinking of the physicsmomentumpro-

blemspsychologypresentationbritlitpapers

cienceofthemindlabmentorshipjournal

calculustakehomespanishworksheet due

tomorrow? Or were you thinking about the

three-hour wrestling practice and the

Humanities Symposium and room inspec-

tion tonight? Well, why did you worry

about all of that stuff instead of stuffing

your face with Oreos and socializing in

your neighbor’s room while playing PIR-

ATES?—like the rest of us.
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EunJooCho Kyong C. Choi Alan C. Cline Stella H. Cline Geoff S. Coates-Wynn

Eric S. Coker Greta Y. Cokley Lydia R. Coulter Camisha N. Covington Ashley Cowan

Charles L. Dozier Nina Eisenberg Natalya M. Elder John M. Ellis Penny I. Espinoza
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Timothy Q. Evans Hope Evey Matt Hedt Robert D. Farrell Lakisha R. Farrow

Todd Fekete Joseph A. Fernandez Michael E. Fernandez S. Katherine Floyd Michelle Fordham

9 1/2 WEEKS
The countdown for the seniors

began on August 12th. Their

final year at NCSSM had begun.

Slowly they counted down the

299 days until June 2, 1990,

when they would officially be-

come graduates. The year wound
through various dances, mall

loops, intervizes, and in-

vitationals with nary a pause. As

May approached, several out-

breaks of Senioritus were repor-

ted. This mysterious disease

attacked second semester seniors

who had been accepted to various

colleges and were ready for a

little Pomp and Circumstance.

Counting down had definitely be-

come a popular pastime for Sen-

iors. Kim Musgrave said, “Soon

we’ll have to start a new chain,”

referring to 3rd Beall’s gradu-

ation countdown chain. What-

ever the method. Seniors knew
when that day arrived.

Counting the days was a popular “sport” for Seniors.

Becke White removes November 14th from 3rd Beall’s

chain. Left: Alan Cline slept through November 14.
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Morgan T. Foster Liz Fowler Velinda Freeman Jon P. Fu lbright Jenny Gardner
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Nora Gardner Karen V. Gilliam J. Brent Goff Nicole S. Gooding Michael J. Gordon

Keith D. Gray Jonathan S. Green Chris Grindstaff Aija Grindulis Ashleigh S. Hall

Deidre D. Hall Dina L. Hall Joshua L. Hardison F. Tonethia Harris Tonya D. Harris
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Back to School
Deadlines. Essays. Teacher Rees.

More deadlines. SAT’s. Achievements. Just when
seniors thought life would be easy. College Ap’s ente-

red the Big Picture. The seniors began the year by nar-

rowing a long long list of colleges down to the five they

could apply to. Applications soon began to arrive. The
seniors tried to maintain their sanity as they repeatedly

typed their social security numbers onto seemingly

thousands of applications. Agonizing decisions had to

be made as to who would write teacher recom-
mendations. Would the teacher really write a good
rec? Would colleges really understand when you typed

N/A for your G.P.A.?

The reality of exactly what a college ap was began to

set in. There were endless forms to be filled out. There

were many mindless essays to write. Did the school

really want to know why America has no heroes?

Which historical event has most changed our lives?

Seniors quickly learned that being a senior was not

as glamorous as it appeared.

“1 think I’m going to be sick," whines Laura Jackson as she frantic-

ally fills out her Rice University application. Many seniors had

trouble completing their college ap’s before the deadline.

Patrick L. Heinrich Ray W. Helms Kerry Hindsley Derrick S. Hines David K. Hodges

Robert K. Hodgkin Rebeccah A. Hoffman E. LeAnne Holcomb Jennifer Homey C. Keith Hubbard
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William D. Hula Lonnie Huneycutt III Hillary B. Hunt A. Dawn Ingram Eric Jackson

Helen E. Jackson Kasi Jackson Laura E. Jackson Russell K. Jackson Gautam Jagannathan

Michelle M. Janecek Jeff S. Jarvis Todd P. Jenkins John D. Johnson Priscilla Johnson

Terri L. Johnson Jennifer D. Johnston Katherine C. Jordan Phoebe E. Juel John C. Julien III
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Soo H. Kim Jon Kindy Samuel J. Kirkland Gene Y. Ko D. Borden Lacy

About Last Night...

“I go to New Dorm so I can talk to the

people I don’t see in my classes or during

the day.”

—Marcia Keim

A bored and fed-up Advanced Biology

student sighed heavily at his renowned

Helena Curtis book. “I don't care about the

life cycle of fungi!” he retorted sarcastic-

ally as he slammed the cover closed. In a

fit of rage, he happened to glance at the

clock on his clutterd desk, “Ohhh. . .9:53

—

time to get out of this room.” Fortunately,

he had all kinds of choices for places to

"hang out” during social half-hour. He

could saunter over to Hill House lounge-

watch a little TV and talk a little more. He

could find his way to the steps of Watts or

take a break behind Wyche. And of course

there was always the old standby, New
Dorm, the original location of—TE DAH—
SOCIAL HALF-HOUR.
No matter where you happened to wan-

der each night for a short (???) break from

studying, you could always find someone

to talk to, whether it be the guy or girl you

had had your eye on for the past month or

your “bestest buddy.” Just be sure to the

make most of your leisure time and then

run back for check. “Oh Hi, wonderful and

understanding D.A. of mine. Me,
LATE??...”

G. Jagannathan, J. Link. M. Brylawski. J. Fernandez, Y. Yu, P. Paschall, P. Heinrich, and N. Lockwood stand

around the door waiting for Ms. Wonderful to make her appearance. Meanwhile, they discuss the latest gossip.
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Scott Lamana Sharon O. Lamptey Christopher J. Lands Lorraine Lanningham Bert Laonipon

Kristen T. Lehman Andrew J. Lewis Jason A. Lineberger J. Jason Link S. Ross Little
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Henry C. Liu John Loucks Sarah E. Lowder Marcus Lowry Brian S. Mahoney

Stephanie Mason Dinesh Mathew Dauena McClain Samuel M. McCoin C.R. McCrary III
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Greta Cokley signs out before going out to eat.

The life of a senior sure was a lot of fun,

but it wasn’t cheap! Not only did seniors

have to finance pizza runs, loads of laun-

dry, stamps to write home with, and hot

dates to the mall, but they also had to fork

out money for three sets of senior pictures,

caps and gowns, the prom, class rings, and

college applications. Seniors learned to

stretch every cent, but S&M parents never

quite learned to like the phrase,
“Mom, Dad...SEND MONEY!!”

Mary L. McGregor Michael A. Mclean Curtina R. Mcqueen Shwetal T. Mehta Andrew T. Metiers

Melanie E. Miles Yoram J. Miller Kate Morhor Jonathan E. Moore Craig Moorefield
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Samuel L. Mullis Shereta Murphy Kimberly C. Musgraue Rita Nahta Jeffrey A. Newman

Linh N. Nguyen David A. Nichols Karl P. Nickels Karen L. Ohle Shannon M. Oliver

Selena E. Overton Rob Owen Susan Pace Leighann Pake Susannah B. Paletz

Richard A. Palmer Daniel Park Ami Parker Marie Parsons Aparna N. Patel
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Sanjeeu J. Patel Bellamy D. Patrick Joey Payne Chris Penland Aaron T. Peronto

Alyx Perry Dave Peterson Sallie Pierce Jemma C. Price Herbie Ram

Mahesh Rao Nicole Ray Alexandra Reck Thomas J. Rhodes, Jr. David S. Richardson

Brian Richardson Brian Riedel Dana C. Rigsby Gene C. Rivera Joanna Roberts
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IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE
Emily Viverette. Nicole Ray, Lydia Coulter, and Bellamy Patrick relax and blow off steam together. This was an

important aspect of senior life at NCSSM.

Life (lif)n.: l)a unicycle, 2)a yo-yo,

3)

perception and understanding,

4)

physics, 5)acceptance of yourself for

what you are, 6)good friends and happi-

ness, 7 hove and change, 8)42, 9)fractals,

10)“?”

While this may not be “life, the noun” as

defined by Webster’s dictionary, it is how
some of the seniors define life. Through

the two years the seniors spent here, they

had more than their share of classes and

PFM meals. The class of ’90 met each

other and developed close friendships in

the space of two short years. They shared

many a good time, as well as troubles and

thoughts, wise or otherwise. Obviously,

life held a different meaning for every

senior, but they all agreed that they en-

joyed their lives to the fullest. From the

strange to the serious, the seniors created

their own definitions of life here at

NCSSM.

John Rose Elizabeth A. Roy Haila Rusch Anshu Saksena Jason Sanders

Stephen E. Schneider Dawn M. Schrader James P. Schwankl Timothy Scranton Lisa Senzel
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Amar B. Setty LaMar Shannon Kristian D. Sharpe Amy R. Sigmon Lisa J. Sitek

Ajiri A. Smith Zachary Smith Troy L. Snowden Libria R. Stephens Robin Stanley

Better Off Dead
Seniors had no trouble thinking of ex-

periences that made them fed they would

have been betteP’gfBB^gitPA . . . defeat at

fencing. .

.
going to the v.Tonjf class. . . hav-

ing a checMounce...” memor-
able events;-"'Embarrassing rtipments at

NCSSNf !WMe-4tio^iyia^Ji^|iiliating,

agoniziiig, anSUn(MEroftefipani|ot, hilar-

ious. One seiiipr recalled, being licked out

of his ,poom While in the
1

* shoWer—and,
dressed’ only in his towel, having to seek

help from the female R A op duty’. Being

‘indecfentljHEi^sed^ Wfien her boyfriend

most

iit was

in the

openep the hall doqE^aSfj^pg girl

e inbarrass infftriomen t . Another sail

when/she-^d p* put p&$efTOwels

“other” dispensgg^yjje bathroou

Everyone ha|dimes|when they

the ground couiddsWafknv them

seritor who '%aid, “I

arrassing moments.,
building experiences.”

lever have emb-
,1 have character

Morgan Foster and Mike Byrlawski try to make Tad Rhodes blush. Embarrassing moments, though unpleasant,

were great things to joke about later with friends.
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Dan Stem Eric J. Stevens Logan Stowe Jill D. Stump Aleta Swallow

Calvin Tarlton Andrew J. Taylor Robin L. Thompson Kimberly Tisdale Ray Tolar

Melissa S. Trachtenberg Dahn Trinh Jeffrey M. Vanderkam Leah VanWey David M. Vena

William E. Vidrine Nicole M. Vincent Emily B. Viverette Lindsey Ann Waldrep Leisha H. Walters
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Jeffrey A. White Michelle L. Wilkins Christopher M. Williams Rolanda S. Williams Tammy Williams

Twins
XMIU8

There weren’t many twins at NCSSM, but just two sets man-
aged to cause enough confusion. Mike and Joe Fernandez were

difficult to tell apart, especially when Mike wasn’t wearing his

glasses. Twins Peter and Paul Chen were often asked “Where’s
Mary?” Peter and Paul looked even more alike than Mike and

Joe, and many students were never quite sure which one they

were seeing. The trick was to remember that Paul’s hair was a

little longer.

Although it was easy to mistake one twin for another on sight,

they were definitely unique people. Twins were close while at

the same time showing different personalities. They led dif-

ferent lives and had their own interests. Being twins drew atten-

tion to Mike, Joe, Paul, and Peter, but those who knew them

thought of them as just themselves.
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Hi, Mom! It

Mark Williford Jeremiah Wills Jr. Y. Latriece Winstead Jodi L. Wittlin Catherine L. Woodard

Not Pictured:

Frank Guzek
Felix James
Phillip Sutton

Kristi Elena Woods Shannon R. Wong Michael C. Wu Farewell, but not goodbye . . .
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S & M Productions proudly
presents

STAND
BY ME

The juniors arrived at NCSSM ready to

enter a world unlike anything they had
ever seen before. Hard work, their

“own” room, and no parents were all new
experiences to be conquered. Often ju-

niors went out in search of help. That
help was never far away. R.A.’s, teach-

ers, and even seniors were always avail-

able for some homework help, sports ac-

tion, or even someone to talk to. Juniors

never had to stand alone.
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Aram Alexanian

Greg Allen

Stuart Allen

Brad Allison

Brian Anderson

Will Autry

Gerri Baer

Nia D. Banks

Ridgely Banks

James E. Banner

J.J. Barker

Maurice A. Barnes

Tiffany Barnes

Ron Batcho

Lien Beamon

A HARD DAY’S NIGHT
Brring....“Oh my gosh it’s 7:58!!” she

shouted as she threw on some shoes and

dashed to her 8:00 ICM test. Straight classes

(PA test during lunch), then off to practice

after school. At 5:30 she ran to PFM for an

unforgettable baked potato which she

dropped on her foot in the milk line. At 6:00

she checked in to a French Club meeting that

she had to leave early in order to catch Bio-

logy tutorial. She raced back to her hall in

time to make check and was teased by her hall

mates as she scrubbed the hall toilets. She re-

turned to her room to find that she failed pop

room inspection and recieved labor detail.

She darted to the library to organize a French

skit. After social half-hour she went to her

room to study for four hours. As the clock

struck 3, she drifted off to sleep thinking,

“What a typical junior day!”

Katharine Ray and Erin Kuniholm study together for a

Biology test. Many juniors found tests at NCSSM much

harder than they had ever experienced before.

Kristi Young learns what work service really is.

Everyone in the school was required to do three hours of

work service a week.



Gerald V. Beattie

Lena Bellamy

Celeste Belville

Corea Bergenser

Terrence C. Bethea

Paige Black

Ed Blackman

Heather Blake

Sonia C. Blakeney

Jay Blanton

Chris Boggs

Jan M. Borgersen

Cecelia Branan

Suzanna Brauer

Karen C. Brothers

Derek K. Brown
Shannon Brown

Kim Brumbaugh
Tyler Buckner

Faisal M. Bukhan

Beth Bumgarner

Jonathan Calvert

Kimberly S. Cannon
Matthew T. Carle

Peter Chanas

Chris P. Chao
Dana L. Chavis

Sean L. Chavis

Grace S. Chen
Julie Cheu

Chames Chiu

Tracia Chmielewski

Sharon Chow
Sasha Clapper

Brian Clark

Ethan Clauset

Jason Clemmons
Regina L. Clemmons
Janna M. Cloninger

Charles E. Coble
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Missy Collins

Tom Cornwell

Susan L. Covington

Jenny Cox
Crystal Crater

Beth Crawford

Alan Cross

Becky Csordas

Christina Culler

Pomchai Davidson

Bill Davis

Gabriel S. DeBacker

Danielle DeFant

Angela Denison

Elizabeth Dennis

Alka Dev
Maurice Dobson

Michael Dodds
Kim Dolan

Krissy Dramstad

Paul A. Dreyer, Jr.

Julie Drigot

Nathan Dunning

Kathy Dy
Erin Eaker

Robert W. Easterling

Dedra Eatmon

Ernie Elkins

Lon Elliot

Alex Ellis

Julie Ellis

Tarsha Ellis

Chi-Chi Eni

Toby P. Eshelman

Tina Evans

Christopher T. Fanner

Rachel Ferguson

Han Feung

Tracy Fitch

Scott Forbes
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Mary L. Ford

Jann Foushee

Joshua K. Franklin

Michael A. Freeze

Angela Frungillo

Katharine Fuller

Chad Futrell

Ashley D. Gable

Nathan Gaddis

Laura Gilbert

Brett Goldstein

Claudia Gonzalez

David Griffin

Jodie P. Gupton

Ben Ha

Maid’ To Order
Many juniors had heard about

housekeeping before coming to

S&M, but forewarned isn’t al-

ways forearmed. “Housekeep-

ing” sounded reasonable, but

“scrub shower floor and clean

drain” was a grim reality. Juniors

learned to use Tarstin’s cleaning

powder for everything and how
to force open obstinate trash can

lids. They learned it was easier to

sweep the carpeted hall with a

broom than to spend half an hour

looking for a vacuum cleaner.

After completing these tasks at

the last minute every night, jun-

iors indulged in wistful thoughts

of their next free week.

Luckily, housekeeping
seemed to get better as juniors got

used to it. Many jobs, like “supp-

lies” or “bathroom mirror,”

turned out not to be so bad, after

all. As for the others-well, life

went on. Juniors understood and

thought it was fair that they were

cleaning up after themselves.

Through all the hard work, they

realized the effort that goes into

keeping a place clean. For better

or for worse, juniors will never

forget the introduction to house-

keeping they received at

NCSSM.

“My least favorite job is sweeping the

stairwell, because it takes so long and it's

boring and dust gets in your eyes and face

and makes you cough...” -Chris Chao

!o Peterson strives for the spotless shower stall. Cleaning the showers was one of those

obs that just had to be done, even if it wasn’t very enjoyable.
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David Hamilton

Thurman Hamlet

Terensia Hamlett

Kenneth L. Harrell, Jr.

Kelly A. Harrington

Zoe Hartley

Holly Hatcher

Lindon Hayes

Kelly Hendrick

Wlodzimierz B. Herman

Shana Herron

Simone Heumayer

Tonya Hewett

Jarrod L. Hiatt

Daniel Hill

Kristine Hinesley

M. Taylor Hinshaw

Jenny Hinson

Dan Hirschman

John C. Hofecker

Claire Holland

Crystal Hollerman

Amy Horton

Tripp Howell

Benjamin Huang

Cressent M. Hudson

Josh Humphreys

Ben Huneycutt

Albin Hwang
Dwain Isaac

Randy Jacinto

Megan Jackson

Kevin Jaget

Jonathan T. James

Julie A. James

Lisa Jenkins

Kirk Johnston

Erica Jordan

Crystal Kaenzig

George Kang
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MV ALIBI
Heather Blake and Susan Covington plead with Casie Goldston, "But that bottle did

contain cough syrup."

I’ve got a hernia!"

-Dan Hirschman

Oh, so you think you can’t get

away with anything around here?

Well, welcome to the real world

of excuses—an art form only the

most experienced can master.

Science and Math students are

known for fabricating some of

the best excuses. Who would
have ever thought of such a creat-

ive way to prevent themselves

from failing room inspection?

“Oh, I always put my socks in the

refrigerator. I don't like the feel

of warm socks on my feet.” Or
how about trying to get out of

REP--every Junior’s dream.

“You said in the last REP session

that we were supposed to manage
our time and prioritize. Well,

REP is on the bottom of my list

this week and gosh dam, I just

won’t be able to make it.”

Not only RA’s and DA's are

faced with excuses—teachers get

some real winners, as well. "You
see, when Hugo came tearing

through North Carolina it des-

troyed all the power lines so my

alarm clock was fried and that’s

why I’m late.” (needless to say,

Hurricane Hugo did not even

come through Durham). And one

must not forget the poor nurse in

the Wellness Center who prob-

ably hears the most creative and

inspired-through-desperation ex-

cuses from students begging to

get out of class. “Um, um, I have

heartburn so bad that it is not per-

mitting me to think clearly,” the

pitiful (???) student says matter-

of-factly with a trace of hopeless-

ness. Wouldn’t you know it, the

nurse didn’t buy it and sent him
right back to Advanced Chemi-
stry.

Whatever your problem, be

careful of inventing excuses that

are too preposterous. Sometimes

telling the truth will be to your

advantage, so think about this be-

fore you fail into imagination

overload and devise an alibi that

simply will not fit into "The Big

Picture.”

Oimosthenis C. Katsis

Dianne Keen
Andrew Kercher

Rudy Killian

Julia Kim

Kesi Kindle

Jamie King

Jennifer King

Marc T. Kiviniemi

Janet J. Ko

Kristen Kolinski

Erin Kuniholm

Arisa Kusumi
Jin Yi Kwon
Meghan Lafferty
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Teresa Lambe
Andrew Lankford

Carl D. Larsen

Sam Larson

Thomas R. Lawing

Anna Lee

Katherine V. Ligon

LeeAnne Littleton

Nathan Lockwood

Kelly Lowder

Ami Lowry

Theresa Lynn

Lisa Lyons

Jonathan Magid

Spencer Mar

Brian S. Marks

Holly Marquardt

Jeff Martin

Michelle Masser

John Mathew

John McCorquodale

Sean M. McDaniels

Carolynn McDonald
Pete McHugh

Cheryl McKay

Stephanie McLellan

Alan Metcalf

Scott Miller

Sergio Miranda

April E. Mitchell

Bryan Moffitt

Arvind Mohanram
Walter C. Moreadith

Radhika Murty

Neeta Nahta

Brian D. Nichols

Allyson Norris

Mike T. Parrish

Pete Paschall

Roddesie Patillo
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Jo Peterson

Byrum Plaster

Laura Poole

Andy Pope

Justin Preyer

LeShawndra Price

Jonathan Proctor

Derrick Purcell

Garrick Purdie

Elizabeth C. Putnam

Amy C. Raudenbush

Katherine Ray

Joe Reams
Thad Reece

Ashley M. Reiter

For Some Students, Laundry is . . .

a NEYERENDING STORY
What did you think of when

someone said “Saturday?” Besi-

des sleep, cartoons, and early

morning SATs. You thought of

dirty laundry, of course. Some
people just thought about their

clothes, but most industrious

students actually WASHED
theirs. That may have been a

novel idea to some, a revelation

in imaginative thinking to others,

but it was a weekly ritual to de-

vout laundry doers who could be

found on first floor New Dorm or

Ground Reynolds come high

noon on Saturdays. People were

known to draw blood over who
got to use the last available dryer.

Of course there were still the

mysterious phantom laundry

people who left their clothes in

the dryer all day without a soul to

fold them. Most of the time,

though, a kind person was around

to graciously dump the clothes on

the floor or on the top of the dryer

so that they could use the

machine after it had finished the

cycle. What were friends for?

Clothes did not clean themselves,

that was for sure. We were for-

ever doing laundry. Students

were known to do do their wash-

ing at 2:00 am Monday morning

because “they didn’t have time”

earlier. Yeah, right.

Above: Matt Carle empties his dryer after a long day of washing. Many students took

advantage of the weekend to do their laundry.

Left: A typical pile of laundry on top of a dryer on a busy day in the New Dorm laundry

room. Most dryers look like this when 200 students have dirty clothes to wash.
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Home Sweet Home or

Piles of dirty clothes, raggedy

rock posters, books, pens, paper,

sheets, pillows, tape cases,

shoes, pizza boxes ... as you

looked at your room you re-

membered how nice and clean it

was on the first day of school.

Suddenly, there was a knock at

the door. In horror, you slowly

opened it to see your RA! Ton-

ight was room inspection and you

knew you failed. Students
quickly learned how to vacuum.

Ennicia Sykes

Clayton Reynolds

LeeAnn Reynolds

Alexandra Rhetts

Jennifer Richards

Michael Robinson

Frank Rodriguez

Nikki Rogers

Tarlesia Rowell

Darius Russell

Chris Reuther

Shubhra Saksena

Shamit Sarangi

Brian Sauls

Drew Schechter

Scott Self

Bryan R. Shaw
Scott Shelton

Kimberly Shryock

Korie Sill

Michael Sin

Helter Skelter
dust and clean their refrigerators

all so they could pass the dreaded

room inspection. For many
students, this was the first time

they had ever had a room where
no one could tell them to clean it.

They quickly learned that cleanli-

ness is next to godliness at

NCSSM. We could measure our

cleanliness rating by the number
of green forms we received. By
the end of the year, we knew that

Helter Skelter would not cut it.

A typical room 10 minutes before room
inspection. Most students had to scramble
to meet their RA’s stringent demands.
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Harjot K. Singh

Preston T. Snee

Talya L. Somerville

Grant Stevens

Anna Faye Stewart

Jay E. Stewart

Chelie Stinson

Michelle Strain

Amy Sydell

Aaron C. Taff

Gargi Taluker

Michelle Taylor

Yalaunda Thomas
Michael Thomas
James Thompson

Don Tipton

Jim Tobacco

Erik Troan

Mike Tsai

Tim Tucker

Scarlette C. Tweed
Amy E. Vanderclute

Acie L. Vanhooke

Marty Walker

Ursula Ware

Lyntonya M. Waring

Grant Warren

Ty C. Warren

Barbara D. Watson

Ben Watson

Chris Weld
Lauren E. Wilcox

Kristi Williams

Darke Witherspoon

Vanessa Wood

John Woodell

Jane Wrenn
Kristi Young
Forrest S. Yount

Young Yu
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S & M Productions proudly
presents

THE WORLD’S
GREATEST
ATHLETE

Sports at NCSSM was full of first’s fill-

ing our brand new gym with trophies and
plaques. Our sports program also filled

the halls with school spirit. The new gym
was finally opened in October allowing
students to practice at home. With the
new gym came our first “real” home vol-

leyball and basketball games. The first

state championship in cross-country, our
first appearance in the state volleyball

tournament and the best boys’ basket-
ball record in school history were things
to behold this year. Along with these ac-

complishments dreams of our first

Wachovia Cup showed everyone that we
had some of the World’s Greatest
Athletes.
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Young Warriors

his year the cross

T
country teams set

the pace for whole

state to follow.

They impressed

everyone with

first place finishes in the confer-

ence for both teams and the

school’s first state championship

thanks to the men’s team. The

women were not far behind

though with a not-too shabby

fourth place in the state. The
team credits its tremendous suc-

cess to its extremely talented

coach and comrade, Mike Roy.

The men’s team was led by

Senior runners David Peterson

and Kerry Hindsley. David fin-

ished fifth in the state and Kerry

fifteenth. Junior standout Alan

Cross contributed to the effort

with a twentieth place finish.

The women’s team captains

were Alex Reck and Liz Roy,

both seniors. The team’s overall

performance, though, was en-

tirely a team endeavor with great

effort put forth by both juniors

and seniors. Junior Corea Ber-

genser led the women’s team

with a sixth place finish in the

state meet.

Alan Cross. Dave Peterson, Stuart Allen, Grant Stevens, Rudy Killian. Ray Helms, Kerry Hindsley,

Geoff Coates-Wynn, Carlo Caruso, Lamar Shannon, Mike Brylawski. Alan Cline, Tim Scranton,
Linh Nguyen, Mark Roy, Susan Covington, Lisa Sitek, Erin Kuniholm, Corea Bergenser, Alex
Reck. Liz Roy, Mary Lynn McGregor, Emily West, Chelle Stinson

The boy 's team prepares to start the race. Tension
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ran high at the start of races this year.

The key to our success this year has been the good coaching. We
owe a lot to Mark Roy

— Kerry Hindsley

We went out and made a lot of friends. The State Tournament

was really fun. — Geoff Coates-Wynn

I was proud of the girls' team this year. I felt like they pushed

hard to accomplish all of their goals.

— Alex Reck

Above: The girls stretch out and give advice before a race. Concentration and relief

before a race were important to winning. Left: The 4th place girls’ team takes its mark to

win another race.



Playing For Keeps

t first glance, students might

A have thought the volleyball

team was in trouble. With

only four returning seniors,

the team dropped its first three

games. The Unicorns
got their act together, however, and showed

us a strong team by defeating Durham Acad-

emy and Ravenscroft. First year coach Lisa

Washington gave the girls tough practices and

difficult workouts, and it showed. The vol-

leyball team ended up with a much improved

fourth place, 6-9 record in the Capital Area

2-A Conference. After beating Fuquay in the

first round of the conference tournament, the

team lost to eventual champs, Louisburg. The

Lady Unicorns advanced to the state playoffs

for the first time losing to North Pitt in the first

round. The hard work and effort put forth by

the girls showed that they were Playing For

Keeps.

Bump, set, spike, weenie-head

— J.D. Johnston

It was an honor being captain of

such a great group of people. I’m

proud of everybody.

— Zoe Hartley

Apoo Patel returns a hard hit ball.
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Left: J.D. Johnston passes the ball to her teammates.

Teamwork was essential for the Unicorns’ winning sea-

son. Below: Catherine Woodard concentrates on serving

an ace.

NCSSM 2 S. Granville 3

NCSSM 0 Louisburg 3

NCSSM 2 Durham Academy 1

NCSSM 2 Ravenscoft 1

NCSSM 1 Franklinton 3

NCSSM 3 Clayton 2

NCSSM 3 Warren Co. 0

NCSSM 2 Fuquay-Varina 3

NCSSM 3 Bunn 1

NCSSM 0 Louisburg 3

MCSSM 2 S. Granville 3

NCSSM 0 Franklinton 3

NCSSM 1 Clayton 3

NCSSM 3 Warren Co. 1

NCSSM 3 Fuquay-Varina 2

NCSSM 3 Bunn 0

Suzanna Brauer. Juwame Chapman, Kathy Dy, Chi Chi Eni, Zoe Hartley. Kelly Hendricks,

Kristine Hinsley. J.D. Johnston. Erica Jordan, Apoo Patel. Kori Sill, Yolaunda Thomas, Catherine
Woodard. Coach: Lisa Washinton

Zoe Hartley goes up for a block. Practice drills prepared

the team for physical demands.
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Best Foot Forward

Who rocks the house? The Unis rock the house.
And when they rock the house, they rock it all the way down.

hat’s exactly what the first-ever cheerleading squad

T
at S&M did this year. The endless practice sessions

and hard work really paid off as our inaugural edi-

tion of cheerleaders, led by head cheerleader

Marcia Keim, took the floor. Flips and stunts were

in abundance as the performance of other more ex-

perienced squads paled in comparison to the spirited S&M team.

The “never say die” attitude presented by our squad won the

hearts of spectators and athletes alike. While the cheerleading

squad may play only a small part in the big picture, they more than

did their share in uniting our community.

Dawn Ingram, Jodie Gupton, Marcia Keim, Amy VanderClute, Angela Frung-

illo, Kaysha Alson, Simone Heumayer, Darius Russell, Crystal Crater, Missy

Collins, Kristen Kolinski, Todd Feteke
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Between the Lines

I’oanna Roberts hit the tennis ball with full force. A strong backhand was an excellent

vay to beat an opponent.

T
he girls tennis team at NCSSM once again proved itself to be an asset to the

athletic department. With such hardworking and dedicated players, nothing

else could be expected. In spite of a 5-6 record, their season was one to be

remembered. In four of the six losing matches, one match made the difference

between winning and losing. Coach Warren Basket commented proudly about his team,

“We were better than our record indicated.”

Borden Lacy and Crystal Kaenzig prepared for a return . Playing doubles helped develop

teamwork and patience.

Manager John Loucks, Soo Kim, Stella Cline, Borden Lacy, Jann Foushee,

Joanna Roberts, Crystal Kaenzig, Kristen Kolinski, Nora Gardner, and Jen

Homey made up the 1989 girl’s tennis team.

Jann Foushee used a strong backhand to win the game. The team always put forth 100%
effort in matches and practice.
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Victory

Junior Jay Blanton makes his contribution to the North-

wood game. The team won both Northwood matches.

Our expectations were high going

into the season, and we met them i
extremely well. ff— Andrew Lewis

Mtfc

*

This year's soccer season was im-

pressive. We played well together

as a team and improved through-

out the season. I can sincerely say

that the soccer team can look back

at the season without any regrets.

— Mike Armstrong

Junior Taylor Hinshaw and opponent fight over the ball. The juniors added new spirit to the team this year.
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The team looks on as Mike tries to save a high goal kick.

He was successful at many of these saves as evidenced by

the team’s record.

ribbling, goals, passes, red

D cards— soccer fever hit S&M
early in the year. Juniors and

seniors alike came out to yell

for our guys. The season

began a little tough, but the

team came together and rocked most of their

opponents. During the beach trip in Sep-

tember, they lost to Laney, tied Hoggard, and

defeated Fike. As the season progressed, the

guys grew more confident and became reg-

ular season champs and tournament champs
with a final record of 8-0. Managers Lorraine

Lanningham, Alyx Perry, and Niki Vincent

along with coach Bartkovich and assistant

coaches Mike Walters and Soon-Heng Lim
plus the S&M student body cheered for the

team when they played in the state tourna-

ment. The team defeated Richfands 6-0 in the

first round as spectators looked on from our

new' bleachers. The Unicorns were defeated

by Swansboro in the second round, but not

without a strong fight.

Senior Jimmy Adams dribbles in for a goal. Bottom left:

Gautam Jagannathan watches as Jay Blanton heads the

ball.

NCSSM 4 Southern 0

NCSSM 0 Durham Academy 5
NCSSM 2 Northern 4
NCSSM 0 Jordan 4
NCSSM 4 Clinton 0

NCSSM 3 Laney 4
NCSSM 2 Hoggard 2

NCSSM 4 Fike 0

NCSSM 7 Fuquay-Varina 0

NCSSM 1 Ravenscroft 1

NCSSM 3 Northwood 0

NCSSM 6 Cardinal Gibbons 0

NCSSM 3 Fuquay-Varina 0

NCSSM 0 Durham Academy 3

NCSSM 4 Orange 2

NCSSM 3 Northwood 1

NCSSM 4 Clinton 1

NCSSM 0 Northern 2

wmm i

Jimmy Adams. Mike Armstrong. Jay Blanton, Vu Bui. Matt Campen. Rob Farrell, Morgan
Foster, Taylor Hinshaw, Tripp Howell, Josh Humphreys, Ben Huneycutt. Gautam Jagannathan,
Andrew Lewis, Nathan Lockwood. Pete Paschal. Tad Rhodes. Jason Sanders. Eric Stevens,

Jeremiah Wills, Coach: Kevin Bartkovich, Assn't Coaches: Mike Walters. Soon-Heng Lim
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Fast Break

T he men’s basket-

ball team gave
everybody some-

thing to boast
about in 1990.

Everyone who followed sports at

NCSSM was proud of the team’s

fine performance. The Unicorns

had a very upbeat season. Most
teams that came up against the

Unis met with defeat; S&M gave
even the best a run for their

money. Anyone on the inside got

a warm feeling from thinking of

the team as the group of indi-

viduals it was. Hours of hard

work and a lot of positive think-

ing made the team members into

a winning combination. Juniors

learned from the senior players,

and seniors appreciated the abili-

ties the newcomers had to offer.

Under the leadership of Coach
Bostick, the men’s basketball

team had a spirit that couldn’t be

broken.

Some of that spirit came from
the fans. For the first time,

NCSSM had a gym. Not only

were practices on campus, but

the Unicorns had an enthusiastic

audience of NCSSM students,

faculty, and sometimes even par-

ents. Just to heighten the excite-

ment, a week-long Unifest took

place during the season. Al-

though the men lost by a small

margin in that week’s game, the

supportive home crowd really

helped them out.

If there was one word for the

1989-90 basketball season, it was
“intense.” Thrilling victories

and excitingly close games chal-

lenged players to put forth their

best. As NCSSM crowds cheered

their team on, rivals were re-

minded of something: Unicorns

have grace and strength, but

above all, they’re hard to catch!

The men’s basketball team gathered round for water and a good dose ofCoach Bostick’s

wisdom.
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CAC TOURNAMENT RUNNER-UP
NCSSM 60 Cardinal Gibbons 68 NCSSM 71 Fuquay-Varina 62
NCSSM 74 Durham Academy 71 NCSSM 65 Ravenscroft 59
NCSSM 47 Durham Academy 52 NCSSM 72 Southern Durham 59
NCSSM 58 Chatham Central 64 NCSSM 68 Bunn 71
NCSSM 48 South Granville 67 NCSSM 56 South Granville 40
NSCCM 67 South Durham 64 NSSSM 70 Louisburg 64
NCSSM 59 Cardinal Gibbons 70 NCSSM 39 Franklinton 55
NCSSM 54 Clayton 56 NCSSM 67 Clayton 68
NCSSM 65 Chatham Central 63 NCSSM 75 Warren County 76
NCSSM 63 Warren County 58 NCSSM 68 Fuquay-Varina 53
NCSSM 73 Franklinton 69 NCSSM 81 Bunn 101
NCSSM 67 louisburg 77

Calvin Tarlton, Steven Alexander. Jonathan James. Thad Reece, Andy Taylor. Roddesie
Patillo. Maurice Barnes. Gerald Beattie. Marcus Lowry, Mark Williford. Robin Stanley Jr.,

Charles Mumford, Keith Gray, Mike Armstrong, Ray Helms, Lindon Hayes, Drew Schechter,
head coach Jim Bostick, assistant coaches Anthony Myles and John Williams. Manager Libria

Stephens. Lakisha Farrow. Ashleigh Hall, Derek Brown, Tonya Waring, and Talya Somerville not

pictured.

Higher— Keith Gray jumps for the Unicorns. Mark Williford was alert and ready to

play ball.
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“I think it was a wonderful season. We had good team unity.”

— Mark Williford

“Playing in our own gym is great. I like the support of the home

crowd.” — Keith Gray

“The attitude and spirit of this year’s team has made us work

very hard to achieve our team goals.”

— Marcus Lowry

r

“Can’t stop me now!” Marcus Lowry scored on a fast break. Andy Taylor slows down the pace. The Unicorns were organized and played a smart

game of basketball.
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The Lady Unicorns hustle for position under the basket.

“ALL THE RIGHT MOVES”
The 1989-90 season was one the Lady Uni-

corns will never forget. They started back in

November, a scrambling bunch of enthusi-

astic girls, ready to “play ball!” Much time

was spent getting to know each other’s abili-

ties and learning to trust each other before

they actually considered themselves a team.

They gained extra momentum from the over-

whelming support of S&Mers in the new
gym. These girls helped develop pride in our

school that stretched far beyond the basket-

ball court.

Their phrase of the season was “team
unity” — a motto which was the key to the

team’s consistent wins. “Playing together is

what it’s all about,” one senior said. “When
we’re not together, we lose . . . but when we
are, we can’t be stopped.” This mindset,

along with being taught
‘

‘all the right moves”
by Coach Curtis Hunter, allowed this team to

march TOGETHER to a Sectional Cham-

pionship.

“Team unity . . . makes the

game fun and makes us what

we are ... a winning

team!!”

— Amy Sigman

“.
. . 1 . . . 2 . . . 3 . . .

HUSTLE . . . DEFENSE
. . TOGETHER!! Way to

play, girls!”

— JD Johnston

The closeness and family

feeling we had this year

made winning game after

game happen!”

— Laura Jackson

m
£ • . %
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i

“As a senior, 1 was excited

to see us come together and

improve so much. That

really made it alot of fun.”

— Liz Roy

Regina Clemmons shoots for two.
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Coach Hunter and the Unicom bench look on as their team heads for another victory.

%
Liz Roy drives to the hole for a basket.

Top (left to right): Zoe Hartly , Cheryl McKay, Lisa Lyons, Kelly Hendrick, Susanna Braur, Amy Sigmon. Liz Roy, James Thompson. Middle: Jan

Foushee, Michelle Janecek, JD Johnston, Curtis Hunter, Laura Jackson, Jen Homey, Regina Clemmons. Bottom: Darice Witherspoon, Christy

Culler.

CO-CONFERENCE CAHMPS CAC TOURNAMENT CAMPS SECTIONAL CHAMPS

NCSSM 62 Cardinal Gibbons 39
NCSSM 39 Durham Academy 46
NCSSM 53 Durham Academy 54
NCSSM 73 Chatham Central 42
NCSSM 56 South Granville 58
NCSSM 60 Chatham Central 45
NCSSM 47 Franklinton 20
NCSSM 54 Southern Durham 35
NCSSM 66 Cardinal Gibbons 51

NCSSM 42 Warren County 44
NCSSM 59 Louisburg 36
NCSSM 42 Clayton 24
NCSSM 57 Louisburg 47
NCSSM 68 Fuquay Varina 41

NCSSM 57 Ravenscroft 29

NCSSM 44 South Durham 24

NCSSM 48 Bunn 31

NCSSM 72 South Granville 46
NCSSM 44 Franklinton 29
NCSSM 49 Clayton 42
NCSSM 59 Warren County 49
NCSSM 53 Fuquay Varina 40
NCSSM 72 Bunn 30
NCSSM 61 Fuquay Varina 51

NCSSM 47 Clayton 24
STATE PLAY-OFFS
NCSSM 54 Northwood 48
NCSSM 55 Graham 47
NCSSM 64 Whiteville 52
NCSSM 67 East Duplin 70
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Take Down
With the stem leadership of coach Mike
Walters, three excellent senior captains,

and tons of new junior and senior talent,

the 1989-1990 NCSSM wrestling team
sported an impressive record this season.

The season began with sweat, hard work,

and new faces in early winter and ended

with the state dual team tournament in late

February. With the addition of our new
gym, the S&M student body provided the

team with moral support especially at the

first NCSSM Round Robin Duals and In-

vitational Tournament. Somewhere in these
past few months, these eighteen guys came
together and created an awe-inspiring force in

the wrestling community.

Chris Grindstaff, first place individual states— 145

Linh Nguyen, first place individual states — 103

Rob Burgess, second place individual states— 160

Jamie King, third place individual states — 152

Tim Scranton, fifth place individual states — 1 19

“The season’s been fun, but the

post-season is better.”

— Rob Burgess

A

“The year was good, so is

food.”

— Chris Grindstaff

“The year was great for me. 1

wouldn’t have been this far if it

wasn’t for Mike Walters. My
next goal for this season is to

get fat”

— Linh Nyugen

Chris Grindstaff right before he rolled his opponent

and pinned him.

Linh Nguyen and opponent as they battle in NCSSM’s first invitational tournament. Chris Grindstaff and opponent before either of them

the individual states.
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John Julien attempts to pin his opponent. This year the

team invited neighboring teams to wrestling matches in

our new gym.

James Banner, Rob Burgess, Alan Cline, Tobie Eschelman, Joe Fernandez, Mike Fernandez, Chad Futrell, Chris

Grindstaff, David Hodges, John Julien, Jamie King, Brian Mahoney, Linh Nguyen, Herbie Ram, Tim Scranton, Scott

Shelton, Mike Tsai, Charles Ward, Mike Walters, Coach

S&M 45 Harnett Central 26 S&M 55 Southwestern Randolph 18

S&M 36 Chapel Hill 30 NCSSM Round Robin Duals

S&M 28 Wilson Hunt 36 S&M 47 South Granville 21

2nd South Granville Invitational S&M 48 Hertford County 19

6th Bull Durham Invitational S&M 14 Dixon 52
S&M 59 Ravenscroft 16 S&M 32 Orange 44

4th Mitchell Team Tournament S&M 35 South Johnston 28

S&M 34 Avery 37 4th NCSSM Invitational

S&M 54 Forbush 21 S&M 66 Southwest. Randolph 12

S&M 45 Freedom 29 2nd Eastern \AJ2A Res:ional

S&M 23 Virginia High 43 2nd 1A/2A Individual States
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WATERBABIES

T
he NCSSM swim team, with

the support and excitement of

its new coach, Brenda
Dashner, ended the season

with many accomplishments.

They started as a group of individuals and left

with a sense of team commitment and com-
radery, not to mention much improvement in

their swimming abilities. Practices were
rather strenuous including about an hour and a

Enn Kuniholm dives into the pool with perfect form. Erin
performed superbly at every meet. She placed 6th in the
state meet.

half of pool time, then sit-ups, push-ups,

running, and lifting after returning to school.

Of course, the team needed this training to

compete with the tough schools they swam
against — several being 4A.

Their toughest meet was against Page and

Grimsley, both 4A high schools with very

strong swim teams. However, their defeat

there was made up for by the team’s good
showing against Ravenscroft and Asheville.

The Asheville Meet was one of the biggest in

which seven schools attended. Our girls’

swim team came in second out of seven and

with only six girls present. Erin Kuniholm,
the team’s only diver, placed first in every

event she entered and advanced to Regionals.

Five other members also attended Regionals
— Amy Lowery, Crystal Kaenzig, Russell

Jackson, Shana Herron, Beth Bumgarner,
Rob Owen, Pete Chanas and Tony Chesson.

This year’s swim team showed the school

its dedication to the sport and in the meantime
had a great time. The 1989-1990 season

ended with a girls’ record of 7- 1 1 and a guys’

record of 4-14, adding these Waterbabies’

own piece of life to "The Big Picture.”

The team got psyched up before a meet. Such comradery made this year’s team much more unified.



Dianne Keen. Amy Lowery. Shana Herron, Crystal Kaenzig, Susan Killian, and Emily West waited outside Bryan

Lobby for the bus to take them to Central pool. Apparently, they were in a hurry to get to practice.
Shana Herron comes up for a breath as she makes her way
to the finishing block. Shana was swimming the 100 yd.

breaststroke.

Although we didn't always win.

there was a lot of enthusiasm and

team spirit that made us all proud

to be a part of the S&M swim

team.

— Joanna Roberts

We really had a good team this

year, but we just lacked the

number of people to win a whole

lot of meets. The people we had

did a great job.

— Russell Jackson

Susan Killian, Crystal Kaenzig, Dianne Keen, Angie Denison, Joanna Roberts, Amy Lowery, Jay Smith, Coach
Brenda Dashner, Emily West, Shana Herron, Kirk Johnston, Lien Beamon, Katharine Fuller, Beth Bumgarner. Erin

Kuniholm. Rob Owen. Pete Chanas, Corea Bergenser, Tony Chesson, Russell Jackson, and Kristi Woods.

OPPONENT
Lee County
Gamer
Northern

Durham Academy
Ravenscroft

Page
Grimsley

T.C. Roberson
McDowell
Owen
East Henderson
Reynolds

Christ School

Pisgah

Pinecrest

Northern

Chapel Hill

Lee County
Gamer

NCSSM
143

144

100

58

218

OPP.
226
129

350
313

163

250
237
732
413

120

86
28

201

32

295
353
256
157

150
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Coming
The 1990 Track Teams were highly ranked

among the very competitive Triangle track

scene. The schedule for the team this year in-

cluded conference rivals South Granville and
Fuquay Varina along with the important

Orange Invitational Tournament. Coach
Mark Roy expected top performances from

Alex Reck and Lisa Sitek on the girl’s team and

Alan Cross and Lamar Shannon on the boy’s

team. Practice began on Feb. 15 with teams

gearing up for the first meet in March. On the

intramural field the girls’ soccer team faced a

huge turnout and forced coaches Soon-Heng
Lim and Kevin Bartkovitch to make large

cuts. The turnout gave the team an optimistic

view of the upcoming season. After a

somewhat disappointing 1989 season this

years team was ready to build and improve to

the standards they set.

NCSSM's 1990 Boy’s and Girl’s Track Team

Janet Ko, Barbie Watson, and Becke White practice

dribbling at an early spring soccer practice. Practices

were tough on all the girls involved.
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Coach Branson Brown was very en-

thusiastic about the 1990 Baseball team. The
team called back 10 returning seniors of

which more than half were starters on last

year’s team. Brown's main concern was find-

ing new pitchers to fill his depleted bull-pen.

Rob Burgess and Ray Helms were expected to

lead the field in pitching. The Unicorns

played in the highly competitive Capital Area

2-A Conference. With a large amount of

talented new hopefuls. Coach Brown had no

problem in fielding his team. The goal of the

baseball team was to participate in the state

tournament for the first time.

Baseball team hopefuls search the sky for a pop-fly. All

players try to put their best foot forward during the

February try-out period.

SOFTBALL SENIORS: Returning seniors hoping to lead a successful softball team

were, Stephanie Mason, Apoo Patel, Susan Pace, Catherine Woodard, Natalya Elder,

and Sallie Pierce.

Dr. Miller’s softball team had several goals to meet this year. After

a very difficult season last year, the Unicorn’s came to work this

spring. Practices were long and hard on all the girls. Seniors felt that

the work was good for the team. Becoming a more unified team

seemed to bring out the best in all of the games this year.

RETURNING TENNIS STARS: Members of last year’s Conference championship

tennis team are; Andy Taylor, John Loucks, Vu Bui, Tad Rhodes, and Jason Sanders.

Last years tennis teams were champions in the Capital Area 2-A Confer-

ence. The main point in practices this year was to focus on repeating that feat.

The team was led by a strong group of seniors including Calving Tarlton, and

junior standouts like James Banner. After the Capital Area tournament the

team set their sights on the State Tournament to round out their trophy collec-

tion.

Attractions
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S & M Studios Proudly
Presents

The Breakfast
Club

A greasy pot, a paint-smattered apron,

Rashomon
,
El Norte

,
and a frisbee. The

club scene at NCSSM had many faces to

look at. Although no official Breakfast
Club existed at NCSSM, the spirit of

gathering together for excitement and a
few laughs endured through all of our
clubs. Clubs sponsored events such as a
human rights dance, movie nights, and a
fashion show. Clubs provided the neces-
sary outtakes for student creativity and
boredom and the efforts showed around
campus.
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Art and EntErtainment
Clubs that supported people’s

creativity were important at

NCSSM. The Arts Club, the Pep

Band, Music Appreciation, and

the Cannes Club added music and

art to the lives of members and in

some cases to their audiences.

Other, less conventional clubs

such as the Handyman’s Club

allowed people to share their

hobbies with others interested in

the same thing. The Handyman’s

Club worked on physical im-

Music Appreciation

Rich Palmer: President

Ben Weston: Vice-President

Ami Parker: Secretary

Sam Mullis: Project Coordinator

Russell Jackson: Treasurer

J.W. Troxler: Sponsor

Pep Band

Rob Owen: Co-President

Pat Heinrich: Co-President

Stephen Schneider: Treasurer

Amy Lowry: Secretary

Ray Church: Sponsor

Barbara Ward: Assistant Conductor

provements around campus.
They also did the school a service

by picking up some trash on the

grounds. Members of the Cannes

Club watched movies of uncon-

ventional humor. They also had a

nifty handshake. Music Appre-

ciation, a new club this year,

sponsored a newsletter and
played music together. They
sponsored a school band called

Bloodshot and held the official

“Battle of the Bands”. The Pep

Band jazzed up sports events at

NCSSM. They had lots of high-

spirited fun with their music. Of

course, the Arts Club, with the

largest membership of any

campus club, was always doing

something. The Arts Club
sponsored frequent activities in

which students could learn new
arts. Tie-dyeing and batik were

popular art forms. Mug-making,
jewelry -making, and other varied

activities provided something for

everyone’s taste. Photography

was also an important aspect of

the club’s activities. Altogether,

creative clubs were important to

many people at NCSSM this

year. They provided a change of

pace for members bogged down
in academics. Art, music, film,

and campus improvement were

ways for students to release ten-

sion and enjoy themselves while

still being active. These clubs

added spice to people’s lives.
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Arts Club

Sanjeev Patel: President

Shannon Wong: Vice President

Stephen Schneider: Vice President

Ethan Clauset: Vice President

Joanne Cavin: Vice President

John Julien: Vice President

Angela Capillary: Vice President

Karen Gilliam: Treasurer

Kristie Woods: Treasurer

Eun Joo Cho: Secretary

Lisa Sitek: Secretary

Kristie Sharp: Secretary

Beth Moorman: Sponsor

Cannes Club

Jon Rose: Co-President

Jimmy Schwankl: Co-President

Dave Vena: Treasurer/Secret Agent

Beth Timson: Sponsor

Handyman’s Club

Kate Mohror: Empress

Zack Smith: Grand Duke
Bobby Jackson: Sponsor
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Sure, Mother Nature com-
mands respect and demands
admiration, but one learned to

enjoy the Great Outdoors
through membership in any one

of the clubs that spent the

majority of their time outside.

Of course, the Outdoors Club

really dealt the most with outdoor

recreation. Led by co-presidents

Tammy Williams and Jonathan

Baker, the Outdoors Club passed

time at Hanging Rock and West
Point on the Eno. Even though

their meeting place was a Beall

classroom, their hearts were al-

ways in the Great Outdoors.

Biking Club

John Fulbright: President

Pat Heinrich: Vice President

Ashley Cowan: Treasurer/ICC

Representative

Scott Huelin: Sponsor

Outdoors Club

Jonathan Baker: Co-President

Tammy Williams: Co-President

Chuck Britton: Sponsor:

The Oreat Outdoors
The Downhill Club, one of the

many additions to the club scene,

was founded by expert skier,

Morgan Foster. With the wind in

their faces, the sun on their

goggles, and skis on their feet,

the Downhill Club melted quite a

few slopes in the mountains of

North Carolina.

The Biking Club, another new
addition to the list, highlighted its

activities with invigorating rides

in and around Durham. Teaching

members both safety and the

basics of good riding habits, the

Biking Club showed enthusiasts

a great time in the Great Out-

doors.

A club on campus that

appeased our inner longings to do

something worthwhile by dealing

with the Great Outdoors in a dif-

ferent way was Global Aware-

ness. The Global Awareness
Club sponsored humanitarian

events and invited people to

speak on issues that club mem-
bers found interesting. From or-

ganizing a Big Brother/Big Sister

campaign to discussions of world

hunger and ozone depletion, this

club made an active effort to

make the world a better place.

The Computer Club, although

not an inherent part of the Great

Outdoors, does affect our lives.

The club met often to discuss the

latest computer news and learn

the ins and outs of one of man’s

greatest technological advance-

ments.

The Great Outdoors played a

vital role in the Big Picture.

Through the enjoyment of ac-

tivities and the realization of the

importance of our own global

surroundings, we learned not to

take Mother Nature for granted.
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Global Awareness

Pati Beauchamp: President

Priscilla Johnson: Vice-President

Julie Ellis: Secretary

Randy Jacinto: Treasurer

Trez Kearney : ICC Rep

Julie Graves: Sponsor

Downhill Club

Morgan Foster: President

Tad Rhodes: Vice-President

Kevin Bartkovich: Sponsor

Computer Club

Chriss Allen: Co-Chairman
Calvin Tarlton: Co-Chairman
Matthew Carle: Secretary

Mike Gordon: Newsletter Editor

Lawrence Gould: Sponsor
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An American In Paris/Berlin/Madrid
Parlez-vous francais? Hablas

espanol? Sprechen Zie Deustch?

Students who answered “Out,”

“Si,” “Ja,” or just “yes” to

questions like these became in-

volved in foreign language clubs.

Foreign languages offered at

NCSSM sponsored a club for

students who studied that lan-

guage or were just interested. In

their classes, students sometimes

felt

eign country. The clubs helped

make learning fun and got people

Chemistry of Cooking

Lorraine Lanningham: President

Hillary Hunt: Secretary

Ken Jones: Sponsor

Math Club/Team

Ashley Reiter: President

Jeff Vanderkam: Vice President

Susan Killian: Program Committee

Chairperson

Theresa Lynn: Secretary

Mike Fernandez: Treasurer

Gloria Barrett: Sponsor

excited about speaking in other

languages. All activities had

good participation; French and

Spanish tables were particular

favorites. Foreign language clubs

helped students meet new
people, practice communication

skills, and learn more than just

grammar.

Chemistry of Cooking mem-
bers studied the chemical reac-

tions involved in cooking . . .

and had a great time making tasty

treats like popcorn balls and

peanut brittle. Chemistry of

Cooking was an off-beat but ex-

citing club.

The Math Club and Math
Team had great involvement,

proving that students at NCSSM
were interested in math even

beyond their classes. Students at

all levels were welcome at ac-

tivities, such as the A&P contests

several times a year. The Math
Club invited speakers and
learned about unusual aspects of

mathematics. The Math Team

participated in contests and did

extremely well at them. Math
Team and Math Club let students

sharpen their skills and boosted

their interest in mathematics.

Foreign language clubs,

Chemistry of Cooking, and Math
Club and Team all helped
students approach academic sub-

jects in pleasant and refreshing

ways.

mm
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Spanish Club

Carey Cates: President

Ami Parker: Vice President

Scott Lamanna: Vice President

Kristen Lehman: Secretary

Scarlett Tweed: Treasurer

Alan Cambeira: Sponsor

French Circle

Debby Bone: President

Greg Bell: Vice President

Ennicia Sykes: Secretary/Treasurer

Lindsay Breck: Sponsor

German Club

Jason Sanders: President

Rich Palmer: Vice President

Natalya Elder: Secretary/Treasurer

Marilyn Mitchell: Sponsor
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Production Assistants
Production clubs were an im-

portant and special part of the Big

Picture. Most noticeable, of

course, was the Stentorian, the

school newspaper. Its editors and

staff put long hours into each

issue. They had to write articles,

take, develop, and print pictures,

draw artwork, and arrange it all

in a reasonably coherent fashion.

Co-editor Kimberly Tisdale said,

“It’s hard work, but it’s worth it

when you see the finished prod-

uct. The feeling of being able to

inform and entertain the students

is wonderful.” The newspaper

was bigger this year, including a

new Music Review section and

Newspaper Staff

Ross Little: Co-Editor

Kimberly Tisdale: Co-Editor

Keith Beasley: Sponsor

Blue Mirror

Carlo Caruso: Editor

Reuben Cox: Editor

Jason Kapp: Editor

Michael Matros, Jon Miller, and Beth

Timson: Sponsors

more editorials. The school’s

other periodical. The Blue
Mirror, also had a good year.

This magazine was a compilation

of literary works written by
students. They worked at least as

hard as the newspaper staff to get

each issue ready for publication.

Off-Broad Street Players
worked hard this year to put on
two productions: a fall produc-

tion of “Three Stolen Plays” and

a spring production of “Words
From Within”, a collection of

student-written, -directed, and

-acted plays. Without the work of

the dedicated directors, actors,

stage managers, and other

players, the NCSSM community

would have been deprived of the

moving interpretations of life

given only through the theater.

The sign language club, new to

NCSSM this year, learned how to

communicate with the deaf. They

learned the alphabet and how to

say simple sentences. Members
of the club went Christmas carol-

ing, among other activities. They

celebrated Martin Luther King

Day, sponsored a Black History

Month quiz bowl, and helped

needy families in the Durham
area during the holiday season.

The sign language club, new to

NCSSM this year, learned how to

communicate with the deaf. They

learned the alphabet and how to

say simple sentences. Members
of the club went Christmas carol-

ing, among other activities. Har-

ambee was an organization

which worked to promote cul-

tural understanding and unity

among students. This club helped

us celebrate Martin Luther

King’s Birthday during an all-

school assembly, sponsored a

Black History Month quiz bowl,

and helped needy families in the

Durham area during the holiday

season.
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Harambee Club

Michelle Fordham: President

Maurice Barnes: Vice-President

Rolanda Williams: Secretary

Joan Barber, Carla Johnson: Sponsors

Off Broad Street Players

Nicole Ray: President

Teresa Lambe: Secretary

Susannah Paletz: Senior Director

Leah VanWey: Senior Tech. Director

Dana Rigsby: Stage Manager

Lydia Coulter: Treasurer

Soon-Heng Lim: Sponsor

Sign Language Club

Julie Drigot: President

Marilyn Link: Sponsor
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Latin Club

Ray Tolar: President

Susan Killian: Vice-President

Laura Jackson: Secretary

Cece Brannon: Treasurer

Dr. Lucia Stadler: Sponsor

FUSS

Jan Borgersen: Co-President

Allen Metcalf: Co-President

Cece Brannon: Secretary

Susan Schmidt: Sponsor

Orientation Committee

Betsy Jackson: Chair

Emily Viverette: Co-Chair

Mike Fernandez: Co-Chair

Pati Beauchamp: Co-Chair

Dr. Joan Barker: Sponsor
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Role-Playing

The Last Unicorns
Last but not least . . .

The Orientation Committee, a

select group of seniors chosen at

the end of their junior year,

worked hard to ease the new
junior class into an unfamiliar

way of life. After meeting during

the summer and coming back to

school a week early, they

planned fun and informative ac-

tivities for all. Their list of ac-

tivities included the Senior Luau
and the Big Brother/Big Sister

Program.

The World Concerns Club

spent its time trying to make the

world a better place. Whether

that meant sponsoring guest

speakers or volunteering for Hab-

itat for Humanity, members
brought their own share of The
Big Picture more in focus.

If you enjoyed slaying dragons

or blasting through space,

chances are you were in the Role-

Playing Club. The Role-Playing

Club gathered to play adventure

games of many types and even

sponsored an adventure tourna-

ment.

The Freethinkers Unlimited

Society of Students, or FUSS as

it was affectionally called, was

formed to do just that, fuss.

Whenever these students got

together, there was always a hot

topic from ICM to government

censure of art.

The Latin Club, headed by the

Latin man himself, Ray Tolar,

was one of the most active clubs

on campus. They spent the entire

year preparing for the State Latin

Convention where they have con-

sistently done well. They did

everything from celebrating

Virgil’s birthday to playing

Aaron Peronto: President

Stuart Allen: Vice-President

Monty McCoin: ICC Representative

World Concerns

Jemma Price: Co-President

Jason Kapp: Co-President

Tammy Williams: Secretary

Ken Jones: Sponsor

games in Latin.

With such a great diversity of

clubs available at NCSSM, one

could never run out of things to

get involved in. They could

either let off some steam at a

FUSS meeting or let their imag-

inations take over at Role-

Playing. Either way, S & Mers

could develop themselves extra-

curricularly and become a part of

NCSSM’s Big Picture.
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“THRASHER”

The thrashers of S&M speak for them-

selves. Jason Lineberger— Emperor; Alex-

andra Rhetts — Duchess of Okra; Arisa

Kusumi— Skate Mate of the Year, John Rose
— Viceroy; Willy Hula— Poser; Lydia Coul-

ter — Skate Goddess; Nicole Ray — Poser

#2; Carlo Caruso — undertaker PHD; Dan
Stem— Poser Poser; Sashaman— Resident

Higitzer; Beke White — Guinea Pig; Jimmy
Schwankl — Skater Esquire; Will Autry —
Co Grand Arch Duke; Dave Vena— Co Key
Grip Grand Poobah; Michael Sin — Co Key
Grip.

“GRAND SLAM”

The arrival of a gym on the campus of

S&M brings opportunities to game lovers of

all types. New clubs have sprung up right and

left. One of them is the table tennis club.

These numerous young table tennis players

assemble in the PEC challenging each other to

a fast-paced match of ping pong.

“ZORO”

The fencing dub, sponsored by Beth Tim-

son, is a unique club at NCSSM, for it pre-

serves an ancient sport and art. It isn’t un-

common to see this gang around campus

wearing all white, carrying weapons, and al-

ways looking “on guard.” Stephen Schneid-

er, president; Amar Setty, Vice President/

Treasurer; Chris Penland, Vice President/

Quarter Master.
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“ON THE BALL”

The scene is a smokey bar where all atten-

tion focuses on the billiards game in the

comer. Well, at S&M the scene is slightly dif-

ferent, but the intensity is the same. A
brightly lit game room is crowded at four in

the afternoon. Homework is pressing, but all

eyes are glued on the game in progress . . .

anyone for a game of pool ? President— Brent

Laonipon. Vice President — Gene Rivera.

“CADDY SHACK”

This motley crew can often be seen hang-

ing out on the “greens of S&M. The grounds

make a great makeshift golf course, and on
warm pretty days the golf clubs emerge. With
the arrival of spring, the student body ofS&M
can await with anticipation for a “fore”-

waming from the golf club.

“BONSAI”

!@$%0&*((()%tf$# . . . The Japanese

Club, sponsored by Dr. Knecht, Lindsey

Breck, and Paul Breck, spends time learning

and studying the Japanese language and cul-

ture. Their most popular activity is always the

cooking and tasting of authentic cuisine.
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Satisfaction
SGA and SAB worked hard to

give the student body satisfac-

tion. The 550 teenagers living at

school were given input into de-

cisions that controlled their lives.

Student Government Association

served to connect the students

and the staff at NCSSM. Offi-

cers, 4 seniors and 4 juniors

elected at large, and 5 juniors and

5 seniors elected from their

dorms served as NCSSM ’s stu-

dent government. At their

weekly Wednesday night meet-

ings, the group planned social ac-

tivities, supervised clubs, took

care of miscellaneous business,

and listened to student concerns.

Under the leadership of president

Nora Gardner, SGA accom-
plished these useful functions

while keeping things interesting

with a generous sprinkle of sing-

ing, clapping, and hugging.

Everyone was welcome at

meetings— in fact, we were all

kept up to date on events through

notices on the SGA board or

VAX mail from secretary Lisa

Senzel. SGA chartered clubs and

allocated money to them through

Inter-Club Council. Standing

committees dealt with residential

life, publicity, community re-

lations, and social life. SGA was
in charge of environmental pic-

tures, a key issue for many se-

niors; they also instituted a new
student privilege policy. Most
important, SGA provided a link

between students and administra-

tion. Representatives stressed the

importance of communication
with the student body. Through
SGA, student complaints and
suggestions influenced school

policies at NCSSM.
A more light-hearted group.

Student Activities Board, or-

ganized recreation for students at

loose ends. Without SAB, all

those quiet weekends would have

been even less eventful. Every
hall was represented in SAB,
which met weekly. With advisor

Sandy Gosnell, the students used

their creativity to provide
“organized fun” for S&Mers.
Weekly mall and movie loops

were popular, and trips to con-

certs and performances attracted

many students. SAB also brought

entertainers to the school and or-

ganized the scavenger hunt and
the haunted house.

Of course, SAB was respon-

sible for the frequent dances at

S&M. Everything from the

square dance to the semi-formal

holiday dance was planned and

carried out by SAB. Running the

dances was fun, but still a big re-

sponsibility. SAB had to do a

good job . . . and they certainly

did.

SGA and SAB , student organi-

zations that gave us formal input

into rules and activities, were

major parts of NCSSM life. Run
by dedicated and creative stu-

dents, they kept up a stream of

activities and innovations to

make S&M life even better.

Jeremiah Wills and Amy Sigmon enjoy an SAB dance in the PEC. The new gym was a
scene for many SAG and SGA activities.

Tony Kearney and Sister Brenda Dashner have a great time at the Halloween dance.
RA’s enjoyed SAB programs just as much as students did.

It’s Santa Claus! Or is it Todd Fekete? SAB and SGA managed to bring out the festive

spirit in everyone.
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SAB: Carol McDonald, Jodie Gupton, Vanessa Wood, Gerald Beattie, Peter Chen, Dedra Eatmon, Paige Black, Marie Parsons, Kaysha Alston, Megan Jackson, Katharine Fuller,

Ajiri Smith, Jodi Wittlin, Aleta Swallow, Penny Espinoza, Lorraine Lanningham, Jeremiah Wills, Tyler Buckner, Kirk Johnston, Tim Scranton, Matt Campen, Gene Rivera, Lisa

Sitek (student coordinator), Sandy Gosnell (advisor)

SGA: Nora Gardner, president; Alan Cline, vice president; Lisa Senzel, secretary; Ray Helms, treasurer; Jim Litle and Virginia Wilson, advisors
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S & M Productions proudly
presents

SESAME STREET
A visitor from India asked “ How is the food in the

cafeteria? Do you have sports teams like a regular
high school? Are staff members available and will-

ing to help students?” Then, he cautiously glanced
around the corner and whispered the unavoidable
question: “What about a social life?” I almost said

that we study, eat, study some more, and sleep. But I

thought better of it and described the complex social

lives of S&M students. I explained the thrill of de-

feating two frequent winners of spades, your best-

friend and his roommate. I described the over-
whelming sense of school spirit every student ex-

hibits when he paints his face blue and tapes a paper
horn to his forehead for home basketball games in

our new gym. I had to explain interviz and in-

vitationals. I also told him about how we celebrate
birthdays here: a shower, not with water, but with
three-week old spaghetti sauce and noodles, chicken
chow mein, and spoiled milk. I added that the guys
spend days knocking on everyone’s doors collecting

old, trashy, molded food. Then I told him about the
many — almost one a weekend — dances we have
ranging from the Little German Band, hall theme,
Halloween, square dance, alternative and many on-

the-spot dances. Yet inevitably everyone winds up
spending the evening just talking to a friend.
Whether the evening begins with watching Always

,

a cozy dinner at Ruby Tuesday’s, or a moonlight
stroll, old and new friends come together to make
memories they’ll share for a lifetime.
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It’s a

mad
mad

Ethan Clause! pondered the meaning of life.

Senior Reuben Cox was caught at an inde-

cisive moment.

Gerald Bettie crowned as the PFM god. Erin Kuniholm sat on the ground and stared at the fork in the sidewalk. She was surrounded by the chaotic mess of uncompleted

homework. NCSSM students had to make so many decisions that vegetating soon became a pastime.
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It wasn’t coincidence that Willie Hula had just hung his Opus from the ceiling one

afternoon. Stressed out from an overload of homework, college applications, and work
service, Willie just felt like "hanging it up." His situation was very typical as many
students often experienced the same feelings.

Scott Forbes caught a few moments of re-

laxation before class. Very often students

were found napping after a mad dash to

class.

Anna Faye Stewart and Carol McDonald
laughed at themselves as the stress finally

got to them.
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Above top: Shooting pool can be serious business. Many students took advantage of the game room in the PEC.
Bottom left: Crystal stretches before dance. Dance was made possible with the opening of the PEC.
Bottom right: Getting physical, the guys vie for the pigskin ball. Football was a rough but fun way to spend an

afternoon.
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The Amateur
You did not have to be champ to play intramurals; you only had to be ready for fun and

maybe even some exercise. Whether it was to relax or expend some extra energy, a lot of

NCSSM ‘amateurs’ played intramurals. Students from each hall competed against each other

in sports such as volleyball, soccer and tennis. Eileen Witt, the Intramural Coordinator, also

organized fun activities like the^Turkey Trot’. The new Physical Education Center made bil-

liards, racquet ball and dance possible, activities of which many students took advantage.

Especially on fall and spring afternoons, almost half of the student body would be participating

in intramurals. In many sports, even the staff had a team to compete and have fun with the

students. In a high pressure environment, intramurals provided an opportunity for students to

compete in a fun and stress relieving way.

Catching a softball, Yorum Miller reaches for the ball. Softball was an intramural favorite.

Shubie played a mean game. Racquetball was another new intramural this year. (Left)

Going for the goal, a coed soccer team tries to put it in the net. Soccer was a great intramural if you wanted some
exercise! (Above)
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Friday the 13th — Part 77?
This is the schedule you fol-

lowed Monday through Friday,

every week, month after month
after month. Remember all that?

Remember the 8 o’clock classes,

the labs, the reserve readings,

and the homework? And what

about all the things you had to do
outside classes? It was fun and it

was worth it, but sometimes you
felt you’d reached the breaking

point. In fact, most people were

stressed out by the end of each

week. During the last few classes

on Friday afternoon, everyone

was in a state of blissful relief. By
3:15, we were all just plain crazy

— dancing in the halls, scream-

ing, singing, laughing hysteric-

ally, . . .

And Friday got scarier after

that. In the evening, hordes of

otherwise stranded S&Mers piled

onto buses for “the loop.” They
invaded South Square Mall, the

movie theaters and sometimes
even the ice skating rink. Ad-
vanced skaters twirled gracefully

while beginners tried to stay up-

right. Moviegoers watched
everything from Harlem Nights

to The Little Mermaid. At the

mall, some students browsed
quietly through the stores; others

caused more of a stir by trying to

go up the down escalator. Every-

where they went, the groups of

Chris Lands grabs a non-PFM meal at the

mail

strange teenagers engaged in

ridiculous behavior and caused

quite a bit of amusement and
alarm to innocent passersby.

Luckily, the students were
rounded up and returned to the

safe seclusion of school by about

10 o’clock.

There, many people frittered

away the hours before curfew

with an immensely popular and

dangerously addictive activity.

They played spades. Throughout
the halls, small groups of four

could be seen huddling over in

their deep concentration. Spades
was a time-honored tradition at

NCSSM— and a fierce competi-

tion. The card game wasn’t only

played on Friday night; on some

halls, long after curfew, any
night was spades time. But
Fridays saw a lot of spades
games, no doubt about it. Win-
ning teams checked the score,

losing teams tried to cheat, and
events drew to a climax until, at

the last moment, 12 o’clock
curfew stopped the last hand
from being played!

NCSSM CLASS SCHEDULE 1989-1990
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MON TUES WED THUR FRI
^
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Check out that hand! A group of New Dormers played spades in Amar Setty’s room—
:omplete with table and chairs.

“My roommate wouldn’t appreciate that one.” Kim Dolan and Mike Gordon browsed
through the poster store.

•oredomcan be cured! Kristen Lehman and Kasi Jackson amuse themselves with cards. “What do you think?” Nicole Holbrook shops for clothes at Southsquare . . . and runs

into some students.
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Hamburger or Lasagna?

Could you put these books back on the shelves?

Don’t forget to set up the bunsen burners.

Where are the magnets for tomorrow's lab?

Which would you prefer to do, rake the leaves or pull up weeds? Do any of these questions

sound familiar ? To the workservice students these were questions that were so cliched that day
and night they unconsciously recited them. The PFM girls had an advantage over the guys
because the girls didn't have to push the mop or stack chairs on tables. Lab assistants in the

science department helped with the various physics, biology, and chemistry labs. They often

cleaned the floor after an accident: mixing two dangerously reactive potions.

mam > .«»

Simone Heumayer tried to express some enthusiasm over her work

LeeAnn Reynolds puts a book back on a library shelf. Dina Hall as she operates the complex copy machine on first Watts. Office

work service students often ran tutorials, filed papers or answered the school

phone.
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Katharine Fuller, for her community service, worked at Camp Occoneechee.

:rvice ordeal.

Seniors Shwetal Mehta, Dan Park, Chris Grindstaff, and Matt Campen demonstrate the human airtrack in Reynolds
breezeway.

:
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NewsKeel: 1989-1990 . . .

1989 — The largest oil spill in U.S. history on the Alaskan coast when the Exxon

Valdez struck a reef . . .

1989 — The Supreme Court limited the power of states to outlaw desecration of the

flag . . .

1989 — President Bush visits Poland . . . September 22, 1989— Hurricane Hugo barrels through the Carolinas leaving behind a

trail of destruction . . .
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Summer and Fall of 1989— The Rolling Stones Reunion marks the re-invasion of the June 3, 1989 — Chinese troops opened fire on protesters in Tienanmen Square . . .

U.S. ...

October 17, 1989— A major earthquake struck Northern California registering 6 . 9 and

killing at least 62 people . . .

November 9, 1989— East Germany lifted restrictions on emigration and travel to the

West ...
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Singers were abound on the S&M campus, from rock groups and chorus to gospel choir.

ft if

Un-Ordinary
People

This hodgepodge of various

groups combines leadership,

technical genius, and musical

talent. Early in the year, the

prom committee launched a

campaign to keep this year’s

theme a secret. Rumors of

"Bust A Move” and "Fractal

Fantasy” filled the air. The
DAs, student leaders, promoted
hall unity by planning such

events as hall dinners, midnight

bowling, ice skating and many
other activities. The Under
Construction crew produced

two new episodes this year

detailing the lives of S&M
students. Music placed high on
the list of favorites this year

too. The jazz and concert bands

performed at various school

functions as well as their own
concerts. There was also a pep
band which performed at all the

home basketball games. This

year the concert band attended

a competition — the first time

in the school’s history. All of

these groups combined their

efforts to contribute to the Big

Picture.

The prom committee worked hard all year and put in

many hours in planning a night that we'd all remember.

The Under Construction crew worked several hours each

afternoon to put out two episodes of a sitcom about dorm
life at S&M.

DAs were kept busy checking housekeep
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ing, doing check and running REP.

Jazz band added a special “ummph!” to

our regular series of concerts held each

semester.

Conceit band performed at all the school

assemblies along with their Christmas and

spring concerts. Dr. Ray Church led the

concert band as well as the jazz band and

orchestra.

These students watched intently as the

chorus performed.
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Alan Cline tries a new dance. Mary Lynn was obviously impressed.
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Mark Baxter, Carey Cates, Hope Evey and friends have fun.
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Okay, it was Friday night,

and, after a week of late nights

and early mornings, we were

ready for an exciting week-

end. But, we weren’t up to ice

skating, going to the sym-

phony, or window shopping at

South Square. Well, never

fear — the brainchild of the

Residential Life Staff was

there to save the day. IN-

TERVIZ!!! We could always

drop in on a hall, sit a spell,

and then move on. Now, if we
were the hosts, we were con-

cerned with who would show

up (would anyone???) . . .

had anyone even made
SIGNS?. . . hey, I bet we can

break the record for the most

people at a single Interviz . . .

Nevertheless, Interviz was a

time for us to socialize with

our friends and maybe spend

some time with that “special

someone” we hoped would be

more than a friend soon . . .

Maybe this would be pos-

sible if we had gotten up the

courage to ask him or her to

Invitationals — an after-

curfew answer to “dinner and

a movie” minus the dinner

and add popcorn, Soho, and

good ol’ Coca-Cola. We
agonized all week about invit-

ing so-and-so, then finally just

took the chance (and probably

asked so fast that it came out

sounding like Swahili), and

now we were fighting for the

“place.” We all remember

getting to the lounge ten min-

utes early to find that we were

“on the floor, bud.” Splen-

did! Needless to say, all was a

success and even if our date

was not our girlfriend or

boyfriend, but just our

“bestest buddy,” we all had a

pretty good time (Nothing will

be mentioned about the in-

famous Invitational movies

that were shown).

Ross Little and Dave Richardson seemed to be enjoying themselves as they

“intervizzed" with Jenny Cox and Barbie Watson on 2nd Beall.

Then for those of us who
prefer being “all in the

family,” there were Brother/

Sister Hall activities. A Sun-

day lunch at LaFonte’s ... a

Wednesday evening study

break of donuts and milk . . .

an after-curfew movie at

“their” place . . . or a trip to

the bowling alley. Anyplace

we siblings found ourselves,

we always had an enjoyable

time teasing and picking on

one another — just like real

brothers and sisters do.

This may be the School of

Science and Math, but a lot

went on behind closed doors

(actually, doors at 45 degrees

angles.). Boy met Girl. Boy
went out with Girl. Girl broke

up with Boy (hee hee). Boy
found new Girl at Brother/

Sister Hall activity. And
then what ... the saga con-

tinues.

Eric Stevens, Ross Little, Amar
Despite the fact that many sign



Dkay, okay I'm leaving." said Chuck Cavileer as the clock struck 12. One of Addy

Dbinson's duties was to make sure guys didn't make themselves too welcome.

D A. Mike Brylawski informed Karen

Gilliam and Scott Self that Interviz was

over. Students were always reluctant to

leave when “time was up.”

Three eager guys on 4th East signed up for

movies with their sister hall. Activities

with siblings halls was a common occur-

rence around campus.

tty, Dave Vena, and Sanjeev Patel looked rather lonely during Interviz.

re made, some halls just missed out on having visitors.

Shamit Sarangi and Debby Bone posed for the camera during Interviz. Many people

at NCSSM took full advantage of this social time.
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The Yellow Submarine

(right) Lakisha Farrow, Nicole Gooding and Kim Musgrave share a drink as they cool off at the Halloween dance,

(below) Gene Rivera and Nia Banks take time out to play a game of pool.

(above left) Junior Terensia Hamlett diligently does her work service, (above right) Debby Bone attempts to study her

physics, (below left) Two good friends, Tripp Lawing and Anna Lee, take a relaxing walk, (below right) Derek Welch

and William Vidirine along with Brian Nichols practice their Judo moves.
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Senior basketball pro Jeremiah Wills practices shooting

in his leisure time.
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Who’s the mystery man? Arisa Kusumi leads an unknown captive (possibly Ben
Hwong) around school.

The joys of motherhood — more or less. Liz Fowler feeds her chick in the Bio labs.

Who says you can't do everything? Nora Gardner mixes homework, tennis and Dr. The outdoors is a great place to sit and think. Jan Geyer looks cool and comfortable

Pepper.
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‘Hey. Psst! Are we on the right page?” Stephen Schnieder and Tonya Hewett make
ausic.

Some people are always together! Tonya Harris smiles even when

caught unawares.
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a Splice of Life
“Is this really going to work?” Eric

Coker teaches Cindy Bowman the basics

of boomerang throwing.

Perfect form, perfect timing

prowess.

— perfect shot. Ashley Cowan shows off his ping-pong
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‘‘I know, I know, I know. Turtle DeWitt is obviously thrilled about this phone conver-

sation.

They’ve got the moves and they’re looking good. Darice Witherspoon and Ridgely

Banks strut their stuff on the dance floor.

School spirit combines with friendship for a fine performance. Assorted friends of Gerald support him at a basketball game.
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Sandy Gosnell dressed up as a slick biker

for the Halloween Dance.

Amy Raudenbush studied her class ring

intensely.

LaMar Shannon relaxed in one of the many lounges on our campus. People could often

be found trying to “escape’ ’ by putting on some headphones and putting in their favorite

tape.

Pete Chanas looked as if he was thinking, “Oh
really?” as Julie Cheu smiled a huge grin.

Together they looked like a very confused pair.

Theresa Lynn admired that night sky as Shubie Saksena and Jodi Wittlin looked on. The

observatory was a wonderful place to get away from it all and put your “head in the

clouds.”
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Jann Foushee watched as Jen Homey and

Borden Lacy worked on homework. The
tennis team often did work while waiting

on matches to end.

Jen Wrenn mistook the year as 1965. She

was really dressed for Halloween.

Katharine Fuller smiled as she wheeled a

big tray or spaghetti from the kitchen.

PFM workservice was an experience al-

most every Junior had to endure.

Nina Eisenberg. Tonya Harris, Ms.
Schmidt, Dr. Barber, Mrs. Mitchell,

Brenda Watson, and Dr. Lutz expressed

their version of ethnic African dance. The
Chuck Davis Dance Ensemble was one of

the most enjoyable assemblies.
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Tiffany Barnes and Erik Troan select a

birthday card at Revco. Revco was a fa-

vorite quick stop for students.

The Great

Escape
What did you want to do after a

long week of classes, labs, prac-

tice or meetings? Homework,
right. Wrong!! Come Friday at

3:16; NCSSM became a virtual

ghost town as students made their

escape for a good time. No matter

what your tastes were or what

was on your shopping lists, you

could be sure to find it not far

from campus.

For your shopping enjoyment,

you could pick up a load of gro-

ceries from Harris Teeter or

snacks from Revco. If your tastes

were a little more “refined,”

Wellspring provided the neces-

sary gourmet items. If clothes

were your thing, Northgate had

everything from Roses to Thal-

heimer’s. Record stores such as

Record Bar and Tape World were

favorite shopping spots for

students as were Spencer’s and

Morgan Imports. Of course,

Northgate also had the carousel,

and who could resist that!

On Friday nights, the vans

were rolling for the loops. South

Square brought a new load of

stores for browsing. Both Wil-

lowdaile and South Square gave

us the opportunity to catch the

latest releases such as Back to the

Future II, Bom on the Fourth of

July, and War of the Roses.

Occasionally concerts and ice

skating were added to the loop for

some “flavor.”

Of course to talk about all the

food places would take the rest of

the page. Ruby Tuesday’s, Mag-
nolia Grill, and Darryl’s were

favorites for a “real” dinner (real

as in real expensive.) But the

Food Gallery, Steve’s, and Top
Hat were good for those quick

and interesting snacks. Without a

doubt, students escaped from

school with money and soon

found someplace to spend it.
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Most students spent a lot of time and money at Harris Teeter at Northgate. Dedra

Eatmon and Cheryl McKay try to choose between Tang or Hi-C.

Senior Kasi Jackson tries to find the right

CD at South Square Mall. Loops made
their way through Durham to give

students a chance to get away from North-

Rudy Killian and William Vidrine loot

St. Bakery and Bruegger’s Bagels com|



Stepping Out??? Whether going to dinner or the movies, students tried to look their bests. From suits to nice dresses, even their shoes,
this was the year for “the look.”



A Room With A View . . .

on a hall with friends

in a dorm with style

First Beall

Lien Beamon, Celeste Belville, Kim Brumbaugh, Beth

Bumgarner, Tricta Busick, Greta Cokley, Elizabeth

Dennis, Kim Dolan, Krissy Dramstad, Lori Elliot, Chi-

Chi Eni, Hope Evey. Ashleigh Hall, Holly Hatcher

Shana Herron, Tonya Hewett. Kristine Hinesley, Am)
Horton, Julie James, Crystal Kaenzig, Jenny King, Carol

McDonald, Melanie Miles, Rita Nahta, Amy Rauden-

bush, Lisa Rowell, Haila Rusch, Korie Sill, Amy Sydell,

Kimberly Tisdale,

Second Beall

Cecelia Branan. Juwame Chapman, Missy Collins,

Jenny Cox, Becky Csordas, Alka Dev, Susan Dillaman,

Tina Evans, Michelle Fordham, Linda Freeman, Jodie

Gupton, Julia Kim, Kesi Kindle, Janet Ko, Jin Kwon,
Anna Lee, Tori Ligon, Holly Marquardt, Michelle

Masser, Kate Mohror, Karen Ohle, Allyson Norris,

Laura Poole, Lee Reynolds, Jennifer Richards, Barbie

Watson, Lauren Wilcox, Rolanda Williams, LaTriece

Winstead, Nicole Gooding

Third Beall

J.J. Barker, Andrea Bass, Lena Bellamy, Debby Bone,

Shannon Brown, Vickie Carlton, Dana Chavis, Tracia

Chmielewski, Rachel Ferguson, Jann Foushee, Ashley

Gable, Terensia Hamlett, Kasi Jackson, Michelle

Janecek, Kristen Lehman, Radhika Murty, Ami Parker,

Leshawndra Price, Nikki Rogers, Liz Roy, Kim
Shryock, Anna Faye Stewart, Ennicia Sykes, Gargi

Talukder, Yalaunda Thomas, Scarlette Tweed, Amy
Vanderclute, Becke White, Kristi Williams, Tammy
Williams, Vanessa Wood
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Reynolds First C, Second C, First D

Carey Cates, Angie Denison, Tarsha Ellis, Lakisha

Farrow, Mary Ford, Zoe Hartley, Jenny Hinson, Shereta

Murphy, Marie Parsons, Michelle Strain, Angela Capil-

lary, Camisha Covington. Eun Joo Cho, Katharine Ful-

ler, Simone Heumayer, Rebeccah Hoffman. LeAnne
Holcomb, Teresa Fambe, Stephanie Mason, Cheryl

McKay, Neeta Nahta, Dawn Schrader, Kristie Sharpe,

Harjot Singh, Kaysha Alston, Kathy Dy, Tonya Harris,

Kathie Jordan, Erin Kuniholm, Leighann Pake, Kath-

arine Ray, Michelle Stinson

Reynolds Ground C, Ground E

Gerri Baer, Gloria Baker. Nia Banks, Kelly Baxley,
Paige Black, Heather Blake, Sharon Chow, Lydia Coul-
ter, Susan Covington, Dedra Eatmon, Jennifer Gardner,
Nora Gardner, Karen Gilliam, Dina Hall, Laura Jackson,
Priscilla Johnson, Phoebe Juel, Arisa Kusumi, Dana
Lacy, Davena McClain, Curtina McQueen, April Mit-
chell, Bellamy Patrick, Jo Peterson, Jemma Price, Ni-
cole Ray, Alexandra Rhetts, Amy Sigmon. Lisa Sitek,

Emily Viverette, Jane Wrenn

Reynolds First E, Second E,

Second D

Lisa Carr, Grace Chen, Regina Clemmons, Beth Craw-

ford, Angela Frungillo, Tonethia Harris, Jennifer

Homey, Megan Jackson, Marcia Keim, Selena Overton,

Sonia Blakeney, Karen Brothers, Julie Cecil, Nina

Eisenberg, Diedre Hall, Trez Kearney, Susan Killian,

Theresa Lynn, Alex Reck, Ashley Reiter, Shubie

Saksena, Lisa Senzel, Talya Somerville. Lyntonya War-

ing, Jennifer Whangbo, Jodi Wittlin, Jacqui Chang, Liz

Fowler, LaTonya Keaton, Shannon Oliver, Ajiri Smith,

Jill Stump, Kristi Woods
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Animal House
4th West

Chris Allen, Mike Armstrong, Faisal Bukhari, Matt

Campen, Brian Clark, Eric Coker, Nathan Dunning,

Josh Franklin, Lindon Hayes, Patrick Heinrich, Daniel

Hill, Kevin Jaget, Todd Jenkins, Scott Lamanna, Sam

Larson, Ross Little, Nathan Lockwood, Pete McHugh,

Mike McLean, Shwetal Mehta, Pete Paschall, Sanjeev

Patel, Joey Payne, Anshu Saksena, Shamit Sarangi,

Amar Setty, Eric Stevens, Mike Tsai, Dave Vena
1
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4th East

Ed Blackman, Scott Callicutt, Pete Chanas, Chames

Chiu, Jason Clemmons, Mitch Davis, Bill Davis, Toby

Eshelman, Joe Fernandez, Nathan Gaddis, Bret Gold-

stein, John Hofecker, Jon lames, Andrew Lankford, Carl

Larsen, Kelly Lowder, Jeff Martin, Sean McDaniels,

Bryan Moffit, Brian Nichols, Rob Owen, Aaron Per-

onto, Clayton Reynolds, Gene Rivera, Michael Robin-

son, Preston Snee, William Vidrine, Jeff White, Young

Yu

Third West
TC Bethea, Chris Boggs, Derek Brown, Carlo Caruso,

Chuck Cavileer, Tony Chesson, Maurice Dobson,

Chuck Dozier, Emie Elkins, Alex Ellis, John Ellis,

Morgan Foster, Mike Gordon, Albin Hwang, George

Kang, Marcus Lowry, Brian Mahoney, John Mathew,

Jon Moore, Jeffrey Newman, Jon Proctor, Mahesh Rao,

Frank Rodriguez, Jason Sanders, Stephen Schneider,

Logan Stowe, Andy Taylor, Mark Williford
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2nd West
David Baranski, Greg Bell, Jay Blanton, Mike Brylaw-

ski, Tyler Buckner, Jason Dogan, Mike Fernandez, Chad
Futrell, Thurman Hamlet, Ray Helms. Kerry Hindsley,

Derrick Hines, Taylor Hinshaw, Robert Hodgin, Tripp

Howell, Ben Huang, Lonnie Huneycutt, Bert Laonipon,

Trip Lawing, Spencer Mar, Brian Richardson, John

Rose, Drew Schechter, Jimmy Schwankl, Scott Self,

Dan Stern, Calvin Tarlton, Jeff Vanderkam, Marty

Walker

1st

Jimmy Adams, Will Autry. James Banner, Vu Bui, Jon

Clavert, Tim Evans, Rob Farrell, Scott Forbes. Brent

Goff, Keith Gray, Dan Hirschman, Josh Humphrey,
Chris Lands, Andrew Lewis, Jason Link, Linh Nguyen,
Thad Reece, Tad Rhodes, Darius Russel, Jay Stewart,

Ray Tolar, Chris Weld, Jeremiah Wills

3rd East

Aram Alexanian, Brad Allison, Robert Burgess, Mike
Dodds, Jon Fulbright, Ben Ha, David Hamilton, Matt

Hedt, David Hodges, Keith Hubbard, William Hula,

John Julien, Andrew Kercher, Rudy Killian. Jon Kindy,

John Loucks, Jon Magid, Mac McCrary, Andrew Met-

ters, Scott Miller, Craig Moorefield, Daniel Park, David

Peterson, Tim Scranton, Zac Smith, Michael Thomas,
Erik Troan, Tim Tucker, Charles Ward

2nd East

Steven Alexander, Stuart Allen, Nehal Asher. Ridgely

Banks, Maurice Barnes, Chris Chao, Alan Cline,

Reuben Cox, Gabriel DeBacker, Chris Farmer. Chris

Grindstaff, Gautam Jagannathan. Kirk Johnston, Gene
Ko, Jason Lineberger, Henry Liu, David Nichols, Karl

Nickels, Roddesie Patillo, Herbie Ram. Chris Reuther.

Dave Richardson, Scott Shelton. Phillip Sutton. Donald

Tipton, Danh Trinh, Ben Watson. John Woodell,

Michael Wu
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Funny Farms
1st Hill

Corea Bergenser, Cindy Bowman, SuzannaBrauer, Pam
Chenoweth, Julie Cheu, Crystal Crater, Julie Drigot,

Erin Eaker, Natalya Elder, Laura Gilbert, Claudia Gon-

zalez, Kelly Harrington, Dawn Ingram, Lisa Jenkins,

Terri Johnson, J.D. Johnston, Dianne Keen, Kristen

Kolinski, Sarah Lowder, Amy Lowery, Mary Lynn

McGregor, Kim Musgrave, Apoo Patel, Sallie Pierce,

LiBria Stephens, Aleta Swallow, Robin Thompson,

Leah VanWey, Niki Vincent, Emily West, Darice With-

erspoon, Catherine Woodard

2nd Hill North

Tiffany Barnes, Joanne Cavin, Christy Culler, Danielle

DeFant, Stacy DeWitte, Julie Ellis, AijaGrindulis, Kelly

Hendrick, Claire Holland, Hillary Hunt, Betsy Jackson,

Erica Jordan, Meghan Lafferty, Lorraine Lanningham,

Lee Anne Littleton, Stephanie McLellan, Susan Pace,

Susannah Paletz, Beth Putnam. Dana Rigsby, Joanna

Roberts, Michelle Taylor, Michelle Wilkins, Kristi

Young

2nd Hill East

Pati Beauchamp, Dana Bius, Stella Cline, Janna Clon-

inger. Penny Espinoza, Katie Floyd, Jan Geyer, Crystal

Holloman, Cressent Hudson, Soo Kim, Sharon Lamp-

tey, Lisa Lyons, Alyx Perry, Lindsey Waldrep, Leisha

Walters, Ursula Ware, Shannon Wong
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2nd Bryan

Greg Allen, Jonathan Baker, Donald Ball, Mark Baxter,

Gerald Beattie, Jan Borgersen, Matt Carle, K.C. Choi,

Sasha Clapper, Ethan Clauset, Alan Cross, Robert East-

erling, Todd Fekete, Michael Freeze, Eric Jackson,

Russell Jackson, Alan Metcalf, Yoram Miller, Arvind
Mohanram, Walter Moreadith, Sam Mullis, Rich
Palmer, Todd Parrish, Andy Pope, Derrick Purcell,

Brian Sauls, LaMar Shannon, Robin Stanley, Grant

Stevens, James Thompson, Ben Weston

3rd Bryan

Brian Anderson, Ron Batcho, Randy Brown, Sean
Chavis, Peter Chen, Charles Coble, Tom Cornwell, Han
Feung, Josh Hardison, Jarrod Hiatt, Roger Isaac, Felix

James, Jeff Jarvis, Jason Kapp, Jamie King, Jack
Lawrence, Monty McCoin, Brian Marks, Sergio Miranda,

Charles Mumford, Chris Penland, Justin Preyer, Michael
Sin, Troy Snowden, Aaron Taff, Acie Vanhooke, Chris

Williams, Forrest Yount
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4th Bryan

David Ahn, Noah Barger, Paul Chen, Chris Chleborowicz,

Geoff Coates-Wynn, Ashley Cowan, Pomchai David-

son, Paul Dreyer, Tracy Fitch, Jon Green, David Griffin,

Frank Guzek, Ken Harrell. Boris Herman, Ben Huney-

cutt, Randy Jacinto, John Johnson, Dimos Katsis, Sam
Kirkland, Marc Kiviniemi, John McCorquodale, Dinesh

Mathew, Jesse Plaster, Garrick Purdie, Joe Reams, Brian

Riedel, Jim Tobacco, Grant Warren, Ty Warren. Derek

Welch
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Special thanks to NCSSM
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Senior class photo by Joe Liles

Sports division photo by Joe

Liles

Photo, top right, p. 125, by
Nora Gardner

Class pictures by Bob Boyd
Photography, Durham, NC

1990 Odyssey is published by

Hunter Publishing, a

Division of Jostens,

Winston-Salem, NC

— Shut up, Mike!

— Agate!? No granite!

— Okay, so who’s going to write

my copy?

— I don’t have to do a layout like

that, do I Sandy?
— I feel like ‘Dung’!

— Are you serious?

— You want me to draw it

NOW!?
— Did I do that?
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“Go on to next page ... we are experiencing technical

(difficulty.”
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